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World, sent a telegram to the Chicago headquarters asking that William D. Haywood be sent 'to1 tawrence
at once to take charge of the strike.
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After she removed
her "boot" she denied she had been
In the saloon when Lieutenant Burns
was assaulted.
The detectives accused the woman
A
jr standing in front of the men when
Burns drew his revolver to shoot at
them after he had failed to arreBt
them. The Chicago police asked that
the man, who Is known as Stacey,
West and Adams, be turned over to
SAINT LOUIS OFFICERS CAPTURE them on a charge of assault to kill
Lieutenant Burns. The- local police
MAN SUSPECTED
OF CANsaid they prefer to hold the man for
ADIAN JOB
the Canadian authorities.
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Washington,
Sept. 27 Senator
Clapp, chairman of the senate campaign fund committee, today received
a telegram from Cornelius N. Bliss,
Jr., saying) he would be In Washington
Monday prepared to testify when the
committee resumed its hearings. He
will be questioned as to any papers
bearing on campaign contributions
left by his father, treasurer of the
republican national committee in 1904.
The elder Bliss was said to have received the alleged $100,000 contribution of the Standard Oil company to
Colonel Roosevelt's campaign fund.
Mr. Archbold told the committee he
paid the money in cash.
Chairman ClPP announced the following programj for next week's hear1-- :
ings, after a conference today with
Senator Pomerene of Ohio, representing democratic! members of the com'j

mittee

campaign funds:
Monday, September 30. Ormsby
McHarg, assistant manager in Colonel
Roosevelt's
campaign;
Cornelius N. B'jmb, Jr., Who has Been
asked to prpduce. the books of his
father; Charles A. Peabody, counsel,
for Mrs. E, H. Harriman; C. C. Teget-hofprivate secretary to the late E.
H. Harriman, who has been asked to
produce papers relating to the
Harriman fund of 1904.
Tuesday, October 1 William Flinn
of Pittsburg and Elon H. Hooker,
treasurer of the progressive national
headquarters, who will be asked to
testify in general regarding campaign
of

f,

expenditures.
October 2 Senator
Wednesday,
Joseph M. Dixon of Montana, manager of Colonel Roosevelt's campaign.
Thursday, October 3 J. Pierpont
Morgan.
Friday, October 4 Colonel Roosevelt.

St. Louis, Sept 27. A year's chase
following the $320,000 bank robbery
in New Westminster, B. C, has end
ed in St. Louis in the arrest of J. C.
Adams, who was declared today to be
wanted as one ot .the robbers. The
arrest of his supposed wife, known
to the police as Jeanette Little, in
Edwardsvllle, Illinois, last night completed the task of the local police and
private detectives, who had beeit holding Adams since his arrest early Wednesday morning.
Adams, who is also known as Wal
ter Stacey waa declared by the detec
tives to have been one of the two men
who beat Police Lieutenant Burns of
Chicago into Insensibility in a saloon
where he tried, singlehanded, to cap
ture them on the night 6f September
19.

When Adams was arrested by the
St. Louis police, he was entered on
the books under the name of Stacey
and the charge of murder placed
against him. It was explained that he
;n
was. a," subpeol in a local case.

the meantime his phtograph, taken
a few hours after his arrest, was
sent to Chicago. There it was Identi
fied by Lieutenant Burns Thursday as
the picture of one of his two assail
ants. At the time of the man's arrest the detectives could have arrested his woman companion, who was
walking on the street ahead of him.
They hoped that by leaving her at
liberty longer they would catch another of the gang. She waa kept under surveillance' until she left the city
Thursday evening on an Interurban
car.
A man met her at Gillespie, 111, and
the two got off at Edwardsvllle and
went to a hotel. The two were ar
rested at 11 p. m. Thursday, but ac
cording ,to the detectives, the man
was found to be not the one wanted
and was released.
Jeanette Little, or Mrs. Stacey, as
she gave her name at a rooming house,
told her landldy that she was a cripple and at times walked with the aid
of crutches. At other times when
she wanted to make speed, she dis
carded the crutches. In Adams' or
Stacey's clothes a letter waa found
which related that the bearer was
deaf and dumb. The police said that
the crutches and the deaf and dumb
letter were used aa subterfuges in ob-

STRIKE BREAKERS IN SPAIN.
Cerbere, France, Sept. 27. Strikebreakers are being introduced into
Spain to take the place of the railroad
men who recently left work and practically tied up the whole of the traffic in Catalonia.
Nearly a hundred
ship engineers arrived today at Barcelona from Melilla and other ports
to take charge of the locomotives.
The strike is spreading throughout
the north of Spain. On the Madrid
Northern line a mail tram manned by taining admittance to banks where
a military crew broke down in the prospects for a robbery were good.
international tunnel outside of Port
Detectives said the arrest of the
Bou.
woman was the key to the situation.
Chlet
She was located by Acting
Northerner Join the Strike
Sehuettler of Chicago and a private
Saragossa, Spain, Sept 27. The detective in Elkhart, Ind., where she
railroad men employed in the north- disguised herself as a member of a
ern Spanish districts resolve I today religious order and pretended to be
to 'join the strike on October i: This lame. When she left Elkhart, four
will permit them to give the cuBto- - men trailed her to St Louis arid to
.
mary week's notice.
k rooming house where
a man met
her. It was when the man and the
woman left the house that the man
was arrested and the woman was av
TO
lowed to depart only to be arrested
last night.
or
The man arrested as Adams,
Stacey, is believed by the local
official to be George West, reputed leader of the Canadian bank
The detective
say they
NEW YORK MAN NOMINATED FOR robbery.
knew him only as Aams or Stacey.
GOVERNOR BY THE REAt the Edwardsvllle, 111., jail the
PUBLICANS
Little woan, whose real name is said
Saratoga, N. Y Sept 27. Job E. to be Jennie Riley, told the detectives
Hodges of New York City was nomin that they had "run her ragged in Chi
ated for governor, by the republican cago," and that once she had to swal
state convention here today on the low a railroad ticket. The detectives,
third ballot. James W. Waclsworth, after explaining why they had arrestJr., was named for lieutenant gover ed the woman induced her to take
off her "boot" by which she appeared
nor without opiiosltlon.

JOB HODGES

RON FOR OFFICE
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AMERICAN SHIP READY
Washington, Sept. 27. Without in
AND
GIIVAHITTI struction from Washington, but at the BELFAST TO BE DECORATED
request of American Consul Fowler
Foo Chow to Admiral Nicholson, HISTORIC UNION JACK WILL BE
at
THE IMPRISONED MEN COUNSEL
the Atlantic fleet, the
Sommanding
IN EVIDENCE EVERYFRIENDS NOT TO GO ON
cruiser Cincinnati has arrived at that
WHERE.
A STRIKE.
port to look after the interest of
Americans.
The chief of police Is in
revolt against the Pekin government
Belfast, Sept. 27. The official attiIt is expected republican trcupj v. ill tude of the unionist party in regard
be sent from Peking to attack the to the home rule bill is to be anLawrence, Mass., Sept. 27.
town.
nounced tonight at a great meeting of
The second large general
Orangemen on the eve of Ulster Day.
strike within a year began in
Tomorrow the meeting of Ulster men
the Lawrence textile mills to- HEARING IS TRANSFERRED.
will be followed by signing a solemn
New York, Sept. 27. S. W.
day when more than 12,000
Jr., of counsel for the Waters-Pierc- e league and covenant not to submit
operatives abandoned their
machines. The strike is a pro-Oil company, announced, today to the government's bill conferring a
on Ireland.
test against the imprison- that he would leave Saturday for, Chi- scheme of
Lord Landsdowne, who, like other
ment of Joseph J. Ettor and
cago to examine Witnesses in the
OH company officials, heretofore has not taken
Arturo Glovannitti.
In
Four mills owned by the
which
will be any part in the great demonstrations
litigation, hearing
American Woolen company are
conducted in that city on Monday and that have been held throughout the
D. N. Klrby of St. Louis, province of Ulster, has written a letthe most seriously affected.
Tuesday,
chief counsel for the Standard Oil in- ter which is to he read tonight to the
Several hundred "operatives
from other mills also Joinedterests, will conduct the cross exam- assembled, Ulstermen and which
ination.
The hearings In New York states clearly the policies of the unthe movement Th entire po- will be resumed, next Thursday.
lice force was ordered on
- ionist party. The meeting) is to be
held in Ulster hall, the scene of many
duty but no serious disorders
have occurred. Several arrests
historical and momentous
protests
4 have been made.
against home rule, and indications
DIED IN
are that the gathering wiii be unparr
alleled in point of attendance and imJAPANESE STOffil portance. The bui.'ding,. which holds
'
3,000 people, will be filled to its utLawrence, Mass., Sept. 27. As a
of
most
the
capacity and overflow meetipngs'
imprisonment
protest against
REPORTS
FROM SUNDAY'S
have been arranged for in adjoining
Joseph Ettor and Aturo Giovannltt'.,
ARE HORRIFYING;
thoroughfares.
induced by Industrial Workers of the
MUCH DAMAGE DONE.
The authorities say they do not
textile
operWorld organizers, 4,300
expect any disorder In connection
atives struck here today. The Ayer,
Toklo, Sept. 27 Hundreds of lives with the demonstration on Ulster
Washington and Wood mills of the
were
los.t, scores of persons were In- Day, but they have taken the precauAmerican Woolen company were the
and damage exceeding $20,000,-00- 0 tion j of ordering the troops in the
jured
walkto
be affected by the
first plants
caused as a result of the ty- city to be conflred to barracks in
was
out.
which
swept Japan from end readiness should their services be re
phoon
was
No serious disorder
reported
to end on Sunday, according to the quired.
strike
of
the
hours
the
early
during
latest reports received here. Tens of
Sir Edmard Carson during his proalthough there were a tew minor
of people
are homaless. gress to and from Ulster hall tomorclashes between strikers and opera- thousands
The storm was the worst that has row will be escorted by a bodyguard
tives who refused to quit. A general
Re- of 100 selected men from the unionist
a
strike of the Industrial Workers of occurred here for half century.
were
the
fact
that
by
clubs. The entire city is being gaily
ports
delayed
Wilthe World has been advocated by
was for days cut off from decorated today and from thousands
liam D. Haywood and other leaders the capita
of the country.
of houses In the residential districts
of the organization as a protest the rest
The greatest damage was done in Union Jacks are flying. An appeal is
of
Ettor
the
imprisonment
against
the neighborhood of the cities ot being made to the Ulstermen to make
and Glovannitti, whose trial on a
Nago Ya, Nara, and Osaka on the Is- a unique display of the national flag
to
murder
accessories
of
being
charge
of Hondo and In Gifu. At Gifu tomorrow and it is expected that this
Is to begin at Salem next Monday. Et- land
2G2 people were killed and 283 in- will
give occasion for an unprecedenttor and Glovannitti, in a letter given
was ed show of bunting.
out a few days ago, advised against jured. At Nagoya every house
damaged and a a great tidal wave
such, a strike.
Ettor and Glovannitti are charged wrecked the harbor and sank three
MAN SHOOTS, BAiRMAID.
steamers while several others went
by the commonwealth with being acIxmdon, Sept. 27. A man giving
ashore.
cessories before the fact to the death
foundered off his name at Titus and claimed to be
Maru
The Kioku
of Annie Lohisso, who was killed durand
and an American citizen today shot and
the
ail
Enshu
passengers
ing a strike riot here last anuary.
crew were lost. At Osaka 20,000 houses killed a barmaid, seriously wounded
The Ayer mill, employing about
were ruined and all the breakwaters three other people and for a time
operatives, was shut down. Prac and the harbor 'piers were washed caused a
in the West end.
tically all departments of the Wood away. At Nara the thousand year old Titus, who speaks English poorly, had
mill, where 600 operatives work, also
Kasuga shrine collapsed into a heap a dispute with Miss Tower, a barmaid
closed. Within two hours after the of
ruins. Crops suffered severly ev of the hotel where he was staying. He
"
?
drew his revolver and shot, her and
machinery was started for the day, erywhere.
the strike had spread to. other plants.
another barmaid, and then rushed to
Several hundred employes of the Pathe street. On the way out he shot
down two men who tried to stop him
cific Cotton mills walked out and WILL THEY REACH
and also fired at a third man. He
groups of operatives left other factories."
finally was overcome by a passer-b'"'
'
'
.
When ' the "operatives appeared, at
and "arrested. '" '
Industrial
of
the
members
mills
the
Workers of the World urged them to
FIREM AM 3 INJURED
strike. The leaders paraded through PECOS VALLEY PEOPLE ENGAGE
.yellN. M., Set. 27 1' T.
IN FOOLISH RELIGIOUS
the various mills," shouting and
strikKe fireman, 'who runs
the
a
Santa
joined
ARGUMENT.
Pulian,
persons
ing. Many
t
between here and Gallup,
ers, while others, fearing violence,
on
27.
A
novel
afternoon
Into
N.
yesterday
the
went to their homes.
M.,
Sept.
city
Roswell,
More than 100 policemen were on debate to settle the scriptural author- No. 2 suffering from severe Injuries
of two churches, sustained by striking a mail crane
duty in the district. Hundreds of ity for the existence
idle workers assembled, hut were dis- prominent in this section of the coun- at Alaska.
town of Hope
Pulian was firing the engine on
persed without disorder The strike try, is scheduled for the
week of October No. 2 on the way in from Gallup and
the
near
here
other
Including
during
mills,
to
the
spread
igthe Prospect mills of the American 7. H. F. Vermillion will champion It appears that he either through
his
Several strikers the cause of the Missionary Baptist norance or carelessness stuck,
Woolen company.
Alaswho were urging others to quit work church and J. D. Tant the Christian head out of the cab window at
at the Wood and Ayer mills were ar- faiBi. Both have national reputations ka, striking on the mail crane which
was set for the postal clerk to catch
rested, charged v,th disturbing the with their respective churches. The
six days, each speak- a sack of mail from It.
will
debate
last
was
who
man
a
addressing
and
peace,
How badly he is hurt is yet una crowd near the Washington mill er alternating days on the relative
He was given first aid treatalso was taken into custody. In all claims they have for their churches known.
docIn
ment
and
the train on which he wws
on
name,
origin,
mere
being
scriptural
idle, many
12,000 operatives
strike and others by the shutting trine, and practice. The debate will firing brought him to this city, where
be held In a mammoth tent now be- an ambulance was waiting and he as
down of mills.
William Yates, national organizer ing erected and Is causing much in- taken at once to the Santa Fe coast
lines hospital.
of the Industrial Workers of the terest in these parts.
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Trial will not be Delsyod
27. Plans for
Salem, Mass.,
the triat of Joseph. J. Ettor, Arturo
Giovanni ttl and Joseph Caruro, next
.
Monday are practically complete. The
government's case Is ready, It is said
NOT campaign Contributions com
INDUSTRIAL WORKERS OF THE today, and there will be no postpone- ORANGEMEN DETERMINED
ia sought by the deIt
unless
ment
PENDMITTEE MAKES UP ITS
ACCEPT
THE
TO
WORLD HAMPER WOOLEN
fense, The strike in Lawrence is not
BILL.
ING
PROGRAM.
MILLS.
expected to have effect on the arrangements. The .three men! will be
tried
together, Caruso as principal AEHASE FGH DEMONSTRATION ASMSBY
IS
PURSUIT
FIRST AFTER A YEAR'S
SYMPATHY
TO CREATE
and Ettor and Glovannitti as acces
sories in connection with, the shootTHE WALKOUT IS IN INTEREST ing of a woman at Lawrence on Jan- ASSEMBLED HORDES WILL SING HE WILL BE FOLLOWED ON ROBBERY FOR WHICH STAGEY
IS WANTED OCCURRED
THE STAND BY CORNELIUS
SOLEMN LEAGUE AND
;;
,
uary 29,
OF MEN CHARGED WITH
N. BLISS, JR.
COMPACT.
LAST FALL
MURDER.
i:

Spt.

Nailing a Lie Doesn't
Always Keep It

to be a cripple.

-

SCHEDULED

UNITED AGAINST

IS VEXED BY

WIF?E

LJ

Ber-tillio- n

OF U.
MADERO

-

Identification not Positive
Chicago, Sept. 27. "We have net
connected Adams with the bank rob
bery yet, but we believe he is one of
the men who attacked Lieutenant
Burns in Sidla's saloon," said Assist
ant Chiftf Sehuettler today. "Burns
has paf ly identified a photograph of
the prisoner. Burns may go to St.
Louis to identify the man. under arrest. If he does identify the man,
Stacey will be brought to Chicago."

WISHES

SEND HIS

TO

TROOPS THROUGH

AMEPI-CA-

TERRITORY.

TO
IF

TO

C01AL GENERAL

CTQ

REQUEST IS GRANTED SOL
DIERS WILL CSOS3 INTO
DEL RIO.

CEUSfl

FEDERAL

TEE

EEEE1LHI

GOVERNMENT

BE

LIEVES INSURRECTOS ARE
The descriptions, of "Stacey," the
ON THE RUN.
St. Louis prisoner, fit both Frank
West and "Doc" Danzell, who are being hunted as members of the gang
Mexico City, Sept. 27. Congress to
of bank robbers. Police here were inday
granted President Madero's reclined to believe that "Stacey", West
to ask permission of the United
quest
and Danzell are one and that Danzell
States
Mexicaa
again to transport
U the right name of the man held at
troops through American territory.
St. Louis.
Unless the authority is refused by
the American
government General
SWEATER FOR PRESIDENT
Aubert's force, now at OJinaga,
Trucy
27.
A
visit
Maiden, Mass., Sept
from President Taft brought Maiden's will be transported. Part of the comtrade carnival week celebration to a mand will be sent over the Southern
climax today. After reviewing the Pacific, entering Mexico at Del Kio
trades parade thd president visited Sonora, and the others will be sent to
Ciudad Porfirio Diaz to
the exposition of Malden-mad- a
prodj with General
Blauquet, in command;
ucts. As a memento of the occasion
he was presented with a navy blue at Sablnas.
Orozco'a army now is occupying poflweater made of the finest lamb's
sitions among the haciendas near d
wool.
i a and Blanca and in
the range of
hills known as Sierra Burro, which offer excellent opportunity for defense.
STRIKERS TRY TO
The government expects to send three
columns against the rebel positions.
KEEP OUT WORKERS
Increased rebel activity in the state
of Chihuahua makes it impracticable
to reduce tile rederai forces there.
PASTE
UNION MEN IN BINGHAM
Brisk skirmishes continue about
WARNING
UP NOTICES
in the state of Mexico,
Tianglstengo
STRIKE BREAKERS.
but the rebels today are reported falling back. It is learned that Colonel
Bingham, Utah, Sept' 27. To pre- Gandencio de La Llava has
joined
vent an attempt of the copper mine
General Agullar's forces.
men,
operators to import
From Saltillo, Coahulla, it is
ly
notices are being distributed all over
two minor officthat
reported
the west today, warning laborers to ers and a small
group of soldiers have
stay away from Bingham. The camp been arrested charged with conspirremains quiet. Notices In Greek have
ing to join the rebellion.
been posted by the Utah Copper com
empany, assuring former Greek
Rebels Raid Americans' Camp.
ployes that Leon G. Skliris never
Mex., Sept. 27
Rebels raidJuarez,
again will have any connection with ed the camp of William Orr, a conthe company. Skliris, who was a for- tractor
employed
by the Mexican
mer employment agent for the comNorthwestern railway, and forced
pany among the Greeks, resigned. He
to give over his pay roll,,
was charged with peonage and this
amounting to about $14,000 equipment
was one of the causes of the strike.
valued at $12,00Q and about '$10,000' to
Greeks gathered in large numbers
commissary
slupplies. A report of the?
today at the headquarters ot the minraid, which occurred Wednesday, was
ers' union and after a conference It received here
today by railway offiwas announced that they were standcials and Orr's . friends. One report
ing firm. Leaders said that repre- says the American contractor waa
sentatives of the operators were at- maltreated
by the rebels and Is suftempting to get .them to go back to fering painful injuries.
work.
Orr's camp Is located at Cumbre la
Executive board members of the the Casas
Grandes district south of
in
of
Miners
Western Federation
Pearson.
The presence of rebels la
charge of the strike say that they will that
neighborhood shows that there
refuse to consider the proposal made are more
in the vicinity than the six;
by Governor William Spry yesterday hundred who have been
threatening
to bring about a meeting with operto attack Pearson. Federal troops
ators of a committee representing the
the camp were removed a
men affected without reference to guarding
few days before the rebel raid, Orr
unions.
reports. All is reported quiet at Pearson, bu the rebels remain within a
few miles of the town, evident!
BULGARIA
PEACEFUL
awaiting reinforcements.
Federal and rebel soldiers dance in
LEADING TURK the same halls at Casas Grandes,
which is held by government forces,
- -i v
i
'
and there seems to be no effort on
FOREIGN MINISTER SAYS' PRES-- . the part of federals in the district to
'
ENT AGITATION ORIGINATES
check .the rebel raids, according to
IN SOFIA.
Park Look, who arrived here today-H- e
came to repoj-- t
to his father,
Bal27.
The
Constantinople, Sept.
George Look, that their ranch was
kan agitation has its center in Sofia, raided yesterday and their Mexican
in the opinion of the Turkish foreign ranch manager taken for ransom.
In the course of an interminister.
"The Unwritten Law"
view today he said: "I have no reason
to doubt the peaceful intention of the
Douglas, Ariz., Sot 27. "La Ley
Bulgarian cabinet and while Bulgaria Fuga," the unwritten lawK so dreaded
remains peaceful the other Balkan by the Mexican outlaw and revolustates will doubtless do likewise. tionist, claimed "General" Alejandro
Should the agitation In Bulgaria ov- Vega, just as it was predicted when
ercome the government's restraint, he left Cananea overland last SaturTurkey will be able tq protect her in- day under a guard of six soldiers for
Hermosillo, according to the word
tegrity and Independence."
The foreign minister then gave fur- which reached here today. Vega atther assurance ot the Porte's determi- tempted to escape from his
Just before arriving at
nation to introduce reforms in all
parts of the empire and said foreign the state capital and half a dozen,
advisers would be engaged for the re- bullets brought him to earth.
organization of the central and provincial administration.
(Continued on Page, Four)'
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RIDERS SIXTY

STOP SLAUGHTER ROUGH
OF

II

citi-'zen-

them.

consists

O. C. Hinman

If you knew of the real value of
Chamberlains Liniment for lame
back, sorenesB of the muscles, sprains
and rheumatic pains, you would never
wish to be vithoui. it. For sale by
alt dealer"
GOOD

ROADS MEETING

Peoria, 111. Sept. 27. The largest
and most notable meeting ever held
in this state in favor of the good roads
cause was held here today under the
auspices of the Illinois Highway Im
provement association. The attend'
ance included scores of delegates representing the state grange and other
agricultural bodies, automobile clubs
and commercial and industrial organizations in every part of the state.

MANY EXPERT

BRONCHO
ERS WILL APPEAR AT
ROSWELL.

BUST-

HOPE

AHMFF
Pimples Festered Then Formed
Scales. Hair Came Out in Bunches. Scab in White Crusts.
Used Cuticura Soap and Ointment. Scalp Cured. Hair Grew.
Stratford, Cal. "My daughter'a scalp
trouble bogan as plmplus and fostered, then
formed scales. Her scalp Itched and she
had dandruff. Her hair
came out In bunches,
falling entirely In spots
as large as a silver dollar,
A kind of scab would
form In little .; white
, crusts on the spots.
"
Those spots would be
soro. Knowing the Cuticura Soap and Cuticura
Ointment were good for the skin and scalp,
we washed Uor scalp each morning with
Cuticura Soap and then applied the Cuticura Ointment, rubbing It In well with the
hand. It helnerl from the start. I usorl
one box of Cuticura Ointment and one cake
of Cuticura Soap, thon her scalp was cured
and her hair grew again. It has been more
than a year since and her scaip is clear and
healthy.': (Signed) Iliram Crabtree, Jan.
25, 1912.
Cuticura Boap is bost for skin and hair
because of Its extreme purity, delicate yet
effective medication, and refreshing fragrance. It costs but litt j more than ordinary soaps, wears to a wafer and gives
comfort and satisfaction every moment of
its use, for toilet, bath and nursery. Cuticura Soap and Ointment are sold everywhere.
Sample of each free, with 32--p. Skin Book. Address post-car- d
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston.'l
"Tendor-face- d
men should use Cuticura
oap Shaving stick. 25c. Sample free.

Underwear

VOTES

Lake Charles, La., Sept. 27. A speRoswell, N, M., Sept. 27. Judging
from the growth of the list of entries cial session of the district court of
for the great roping and riding con-- Calcasieu parish has been called to
meet one week from next Mon-'ay- ,
w
w
vuw t
m uxyy
iuci
enough men and horses on hand to with murder in connection with a
make this contest rival the famous bloody riot at Grabow, a small 'nil'lng
"Frontier Day's" celebration at Chey- town north of here, last July, will be
enne each year. Some of the best commenced. Indications are that the
broncho busters In New Mexico, Tex- cases will be bitterly fought from beas and Oklahoma have already enter- ginning to end, and will go on record
ed in this contest, and they all claim as among the most notable in the
to have the hardest pitching horses criminal annals of Louisiana.
Arthur L. Emerson, president of the
that can be found. The ropers to take
part in this contest will be the best to Brotherhood of Timber Workers, is
be had, many of whom have won the central figure In the cases, and
championships with their skill a num- around him the fight will be waged
the fiercest. An earnest effort will
ber of times.
The first day will be devoted to be made by the mill owners of this
roping exhibitions, broncho busting section to land him ,ln the penitenby men with their own horses, and a tiary, or to see that his life is declarmatch contest between two of the ed forfeited by the jury selected to
leading cow outfits' of New Mexico. try him. The timber worker's organThe second day will be a free for all ization has engaged many eminent
broncho busting exhibition, winding lawyers to conduct the defense, and
up with a bunch of riders and cow- a long trial is anticipated.
The riot at Grabow was the culmiboys celebrating, a. pay day or some
other such important event. Also on nation of a long and hitter contest bethe second day, the Pony Express will tween the mill owners of the lona leaf
be portrayed with all Its western real- yellflw pine belt, and the mill workers'
ism. This will be one of the
grandest union. This union has been in process
features of fair week. The best rid- of organization for several years, and
ers in all the country will take part in the mill owners have fought it at evthis Pony Express race, there will oe ery step, even to the extent of posta special purse offered for the win- ing armed guards about the mills to
ner, and naturally they will have the keep away union agitators.
Union
fastest and toughest ponies entered. men, it is declared, were discharged
The plains, valley and mountain sec- as soon as their tendencies were distions will be represented in this race; covered, and all men hired were
and to say that it will be exciting, obliged to sign a pledge not to join
barely expresses it. The last day oi any union.
the contest will he devoted to roping,
Considerable trouble had been exbroncho busting and riding of match perienced at the mill of the Galloways
races and picked horses for special
father and sons at Grabow, and it
had been closed for some time, finalpurses.
n
ly reopening with
labor.1 On
Sunday, July 7, a party of about 100
union men, headed by Arthur L. Emerson, their president, went to the
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
mill to hold a meeting. The steps of
the mill office were filled by emSanta Fe, N. M., Sept. 27. A suit ployes of the Galloways. When Emwas filed by Brown and Adams vs. erson attempted to make a speech he
Walter H. Long for $4,700 damages, was Interrupted with hoots and jeers
men about the
for commission on account of alleged from the
failure to consign clip of wool in ac- mill. His followers resented the In"
cordance with an alleged agreement. terruption and the friction between
The suit was filed by Attorneys Read the two bodies of men soon resulted
in bloodshed.
and Hervey of "Roswell.
A suit in equity was filed
That the union men who went to
by George
the mill for the meetins antlrfnntAd
T. Reynolds vs. William E.
Washing
trouble is indicated by the fact that
ton and Mary E. Washington.
all of them were heavily armed. Some
Beard In Session.
The Btate board of equalization in one in the crowd fired a shot, and imagain in. session today in the senate mediately the employes of the mill,
chamber of the capitol, Governor Mc- headed by John Galloway, rushed into
the office, secured
Donald presiding.
weapons, and
opened fire on the crowd outside. The
Schools Prosperous.
State Superintendent of Education firing became general, and when the
Alvan N. White has returned from n union men finally broke and ran,
inp through Bernalillo anil nth three men were dead and more than
counties, inspecting schools and call- 40 others wounded.
At a session of the grand jury, held
ing on teachers. He says a Dronnfir.
ous year is looked forward to and immediately following the riot, the
much enthusiasm is being shown in Galloways and their employes were
exonerated and 60 of the union men
educational matters.
held for murder, bince the indictNew Companies.
Albuquerque is to have a new bank ments were returned the Brotherhood
Articles of Incorporation were filed in of Timber Workers has been taken
the office of the corporation commis over by the Industrial Workers of the
sion. It is capitalized at $50,000 divid- World. The
organization
has taken charge of the defense of
ed into BOO shares at $100. The
in
corporators are: Meldrum K. Wvlder the men held for trial.
Victor Sals, Herman Blueher, Criss G.
PREPARING
CAMPAIGN PROBE
Marsdorf, O. N. Marron, Simon Stern
Jacob Korber, James B. Herndon aiA
Washington, Sept. 27. The mem
bers of the senate
Edward Lembke, a? of Albuauei
ftp- (up
Each took 55 shares.
pointed to lnveetlgata ctmpai?" ex
penditures, of which Senator Cisipp
Regina Elena Sorelle fl
ff Minnesota is chairman, met here
a beneficial society the
Incorporation
Papers of which were filed today nam- today to perfect plans for the hear
ing Gallup as the place of business ings. These hearings are '.scheduled
to begin next Monday, on which date
and Catarina Mutto the
statutory
agent. There is no capital stock. It all witnesses have been instructed tn
apear. Among theilmportant witness
is a sick benefit anu social
organiza- es
summoned to tell what thev know
tion.
concerning contributions to the ores
Sends Out Poll Books.
Secretary of State Lucero is sendin idential campaign funds of four years
ago are George B. Cortelycu, William
out the poll books to the various
precincts of the state, for the forthcom- Loeb, Jr.,
Charles
Dick.
of Ohio,
Nathan B. Scott,
.
ing election.
of West Virginia, Henry C. Frick, Wi
Educational Matters.
State Superintendent of Educate An' Ham R. Hearst, William Rockefeler
Alvan N. White has issued a circular and George W. Perkins. It is under
letter to. county school superintend. stood also that Colonel Roosevelt will
ents on the question of the distribu- voluntarily appear before the
tion of the state reserve fund amoni? tf3 to answer any questo r;i that may
be asked him concerning cis knowlweak districts and after
outlining a
he
adds: "We hope you will edge of Standard Oil and other cor- plan
write ua promptly with your sugges- oration contributions to the republican
tions as your knowledge of condi campaign fund in 1908.
tions makes it possible for you to
foresee the difficulties in the way of TO ATTEND TRADE CONFERENCE
Montreal, Sept 27. Hon. George E.
carrying out the foregoing plan." Mr.
White concludes asking the superin- Foster, Dominion minister of trade
tendents to send in their estimate of and commerce, departed today for
the amount they will need to oe England to attend the sessions of the
imperial trade commission.
He will
drawn from the state reserve fund.
return home in December and a few
months' later will leave for Australia
WANTED Clean cotton rags. Optlo and New Zealand to attend further
office.
meetings of the commission.
w

o"--

non-unio-

non-unio- n

is, we believe, the most perfect fitting:, longest
wearing and best finished knit goods on the
market. It comes in a variety ol styles and
weights enabling every one to supply their
individual needs.

New York, Sept. 27. Eugene V.
Debs, the socialist party candidate for
president, belleveB he will poll at
least 1,000,000 votes in the coming
election. This belief is shared by his
campaign managers and is based upon
reports recently received from ..he
party workers in every section of the
The total socialist vote in
country.
the national election in 1904 was
402,283 and four years ago the vote
reached 420,793. In both these elec
tions the party had the same presi

GARMENTS, TO SUIT YOU
(Hand Pinuhed)

UNDERWEAR

"MERODE"
(Hand FwMS'rf)

UNDERWEAR

pretty strong combination isn't it?

See the goods and you'll appreciate the merits of Merode
underwear. Note the prices on the following items.

MISSES' AND CHILDREN S WEAR

WOMEN'S UNION SUITS
Silk and Wool garments, white only, high
neck, long sleeve ankle length, per suit, 2.25,

2.75nd

u.

White wool union. Suits, sizes
Children 6 to 14 years, $1.25 and

$3,5o

'

high neck, long sleeves and ankle length or
low neck, elbow sleeves and ankle length, 1.75
Other styles union suits and separate garments at 60c to
fi.25

v

eah

35c

size 25c

....

to.-- .

.90c

- -

Dr. Denton's sleeping garments for
in sizes 1 to 5, grey only at 55c to 75c
children

Ve5s'LeaditiStoro
"Printzest"
Suits

071

and Coats
Established

1862

'

jp:
unningnam,
Springer,

y

Q

H

SURPLUS

I

$50,000.00

r"Ar'

c.i t

.

President

-

(Syfu)
uTS,
szr sir-

$100,000.00
:

and Coats

SouthSidoPktga

CAPITAL PAID IN

--

grey only,
10c to 45c

fleeced,

Separate garments,
1 to 15 years-,- .

sizes

Suits

frank

for

8

$1.35

Separate garments of Australian Wool tan
only, sizes 1 to 15 years, price according to

White Merino medium weight garments,

( Laa

to

Separate garments, fleeced, white only,
sizes 2 to 8,

White Merino garments, heavy, high neck,
long sleeves, ankle length.
$2.25
Similar garments in Natural Color.... $2. 50

"Woolttx"

2

White Cotton union suits, medium weight,
.60c
ribbed, sizes 2 to 8, per suit

Silk and Wool extra size garments, high
neck, long sleeves, ankle length, medium
weight, white only, per suit
$2.75

H

8)D. T. Hosktns, Cashier.

y.

j

t!
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INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Las Vegas Savings Bank

States.

i

e-

combining fit, comfort and quality, and at
prices you can easily afford. That is a

''M ERODE"

dential candidate as this year. With
the same standard-beare- r
it could
scarcely be expected that the party
vote would, more than double, unless
public sentiment has undergone a
surprising change within four years.
The men who are managing the socialist campaign declare that they are
In receipt of advices indicating wide
spread dissatisfaction with the candidates of the old parties. They believe that both Taft and Wilson will
suffer greatly from defections by
which Dabs, even more than Roosevelt, will benefit. The aggregate of
these defections, so they state, will
be more than sufficient to roll up a
million votes for the socialist national
ticket.
Heretofore iew York state has
polled the largest socialist vote. Next
in the order named
come Illinois
Pennsylvania, Ohio and Wisconsin. In
the last election in Massachusetts the
socialists Just succeeded in getting
the three per cent that entitles them
to be called a party and to have a
place on the official ballot. The par
ty managers are relying upon the re
cent strikes and other labor troubles
in Lawrence, New Bedford and other towns to greatly increase the so
cialist vote next November.
The socialists also expect to make
great gains in the far west On the
Pacific
slope California gave the
largett socialist vote four years ago.
This year the confidence of the party
workers in that section of the country
is so great that predictions are even
made that Nevada will elect a socialist governor.
Texas, North Carolina and several
other southern states have socialist
tickets in the field this fall, though
the south, on the whole, is remarkable
for its small socialist vote. Oklahoma,
for reasons that are difficult to determine, has shown far stronger inclinations towards socialism than any
of her neighbors. The total socialist vote in Oklahoma four years ago
was 21,734, which is more than twice
that polled in the state of New Jersey,
in which the city of Paterson has always been regarded as the foremost
center of socialism in the, United

I

r

FJerode Hand Finished

FOR MILLION

COURT TO FIX BLAME FOR THE DEBS' PARTY EXPECTS TO MAKE
DEATHS IN A LOUISI-BIG SHOWING IN NOVEMANA RIOT.
BER ELECTION.

last-name- d

ITCHING SCALP

FOR

URDER

FAIR

Silver City, N. M , Sept. 27. The
. first
steps toward the systematic protection of the game and fish, which 1s
already known as one of the attractions of the country tributary to Silver City, were taken at the recent
meeting of the Chamber of Commerce.
The question was quite thoroughly
discussed, and as a result of the
strong sentiment which was found to
that a
exist among the members
more thorough system of protecting
the fish and game should be inaugu
rated, a committee was appointed
which will go into every phase of the
question and devise means of - pro
tecting! the game. The Chamber of
Commerce will assist the committee
In every way, and will support it in
any legislation which it may be considered desirable to secure.
Miles W. Burford laid the matter
before the meeting very clearly and
He said that instances in
concisely.
which game had Been ruthlessly
slaughtered were only too common,
and this included in almost every instance violations of the game laws
which laid the guilty persons open to
prosecution. Game laws, however,
more than other laws perhaps could
re
not be enforced unless they
backed by a strong local sentiment
which was lacking in thia part of the
country and which the Chamber of
Commerce could develop. The hunting
muBt be considered one of the country's assets, and it was an important
one in view of the fact that the
are making known the attractiveness of the climate and inducing easterners to come here. Even those
who could not hunt themselves always
liked to have something attractive
to offer visiting friends. Mr. Burford
pointed out several places in which
he thought the laws ought to be
amended. It would be easy to get the
streams restocked from year to year
if the citizens took sufficient interest.
O. C. Hinman agreed with Mr. Bur
ford in the desirability of conserving
the wild game from slaughter, and
he believed the laws would be observ
ed if the public generally stood behind
The committee appointed
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WILD

SILVER CITY CHAMBER OF COMTO
MERCE PREPARES
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LABOR WORLD NOTES.

Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with

of the 100,000 cigar
Nearly
makers in the United States are wo
one-fourt- h

Wm. G. HaydoD
II, W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

men.

Societies affiliated with the BritiBh
General Federation of Trade unions
members.
Special efforts to organize are being made among the retail clerks In
the province of Ontario, Canada.
A movement has heen; started
to
organize the moving picture operators
have 900,000

Owes Life to Tfels

Consumption Remedy

It Is beyond liuumii power to perforin
miracles. The milkers of Kckmau's
Alterative, a remedy for Consumption, do
not rial in Hint it will rextore
one
every
t
to
health, but so many have Voluntarily testilied it saved their lives, that
all who have this dread disease
should
Investigate m,a try It. It should stop the
utfrlit sweats, reduce fever, promote
and lu very many eases,
life. Read what it acvomnllxlied prolung
lu this
'use

i

Catherine Ave. und Ascot Place,
Queen's Court, li. 1.
Gentlemen: In the year 1IKT8 I was
r.ikcii with a heavy cold and n
nasty
cough and went to several doctors, including a specialist. Their medicines failed.
I then went to the Calskllls. but
.lie eniiKh Htill kept up. I
there
ii year
and then went on astayed
lariu near
Jersey City, a very sick man.
".My brother then recommended
Alterative to me very
At
first I would not consent to usehighly.
It, owliiu:
to. the fact that I had taken so
many
medicines wiihout being helped in any
way. but finally 1 consented.
It is now
nearly two years since I first took It.
am now cured and 1 dare sav that I
would bave been burled
ago if It
lind not been fnr Eckumn'slong
Alterative. I
wish to thank yon
the (Joilsend to me.
Wherever I no I highly recommend the
Uieratlve. as I owe mv life to It."
(Sworn Affidavit) JOS. J. TltOHSC'lIER.
I'cUmnn's Alterative la effective in Bronchitis, Asthma, Hay Fever; Throat and
bung Trimbles, and In upbuilding the
system, tines not contain poisons, opiates
or lia'ilt forming drugs. Ask
for booklet
telling of recoveries, and write to Kckmiin
Laboratory, Philadelphia. I'n., for more evidence. For sale by all lending
druggists
E. Q. Murphey
Central Drug Co.
,.

fr

the San Miguel National Bank

Interest PaJd

throughout the Dominion of Canada.
During the second quarter of this
year the Amalgamated Sheet Metal
Workers granted charters to eight

York
vides

President
Vice President

Treasurer

on Deposis

Pawnbrokers' association

effort

to

become part of the
great
that hereafter, when any me- army of labor.; A special
organizer la
chanic brings in a set" of tools to at work, trying to
round up tho men
pledge, he must show hia union card. with the intention of
forming a union.
A resolution calling
on English
In the last quarter, 2,623
applicants
pro-

new locals.
Tom Lewis, former president of the workingmen to Imitate the Continen- for
membership In the Moldera InUnited Mine Workers of America, Is tal European custom of observing May ternational union
were obligated,
the republican candidate for seore-tad- y 1 as Labor day, was adopted by the
suspended
members
were retaof state of Ohio.
Trades Union congress at Newport, liated and $30,921 was
as benepaid
The San Francisco labor council, Wales, the other day.
fits. The lntftrnowwuw.
uuiuu
Has.
The building laborers and hod car since 1896,
through Its organizing commltee, will
paid 2,111,100 In benefits.
endeavor to reorganize the Leather riers of Joplln, Mo., will hereafter get
uuuvenuon or the
a minimum of $2 a day of eight hours ployed on the Northernmachinists emNovelty Workers' tmlon.
Railway of
The American Federation of Labor for the coming year. Previous to Canada was held
-urn,
la conducting an active campaign of their organization' - their
maximum last week. The chief
subject of disorganization among the workers in the wages were $1.25 a day of ten hours. cussion was a resolution to consoll- The cartage employes are the lat
iron and steel Industry.
uie enure membership of that
Beginning with October it will be est at Toronto, Ontario, to make an particular branch under one head.
compulsory for every large factory
In New York city to have a fire drill
at least once In every three months.

87

The International Association of
Machinists reports that during tlie
last 12 months, E4 new agreements
have been made with the internationa'

lThe Coopers' International union
Issued three charters during the last
month, and negotiated four working
agreements providing for an Increase
In wages and a shorter workday,
A new ruling put Into effect the
other day by members of the New

l no B

SUGARITE

NUT

'

'

LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

LAS VfcOAJ

the work of rendering first aid to the
injured by teaching them luw to put
temporary dressing on wounds and
how to temporarily treat a fracture,
etc., until medical aid can arrive. It
is calculated that many lives can be
saved, and also inany persons can be
prevented from being maimed and dis-

RED CROSS COUCH

Tourassoii
PACIFIC

figured for life.

EMPLOYES ARE TAUGHT FIRST
AID TO INJURED AND
SAFETY METHODS.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER

oresJre Hot Cancerous

THREE

1912.

27,

i

IIOV

While all Old Sores are not cancerous in thefr nature, every slow
of the blood. Virulent impuhealing ulcer shows a degenerated condition
rities in the circulation produce angry, discharging ulcers, while milder

TO BUILD A

FOR IRRIGATION

CONCRETE--

While this car is in a 'city all the
tion discharges its impurities into it. S.S.S, heals
t ,
appliances to be used in case of illI
old sores of every nature by purifying the blood. THIS IS THE SEASON WHEN YOU
ness, or Injury, either to passengers or
of the trouble and
SZ
It goes to the fountain-hea- d
are
exhij
of
railroad
on
the
employees
SHOULD
PREPARE
FOR
1 drives out the
g
V-- v.
V-ana morbid
V
poisons
bition and the attendants explain for
SPRING GARDENING
the place Irom healing.
which
I
prevent
t
impurities
what purpose each is to be used. The Vm""'
Then a stream of rich', nourishing blood, which
railroad employes are solicited to visit
S. S. S. creates, causes a perfect and natural knit
There is nothing which pleases the
the car and view the outfits and demting together of all flesh fibres, making a thorough appetite so much as delicacies out of
and nermanent cure. The sore does not "come season. As for vegetables, such deli
onstrations and hear the instructions
desand lectures given on how to take care back" when S. S. S. has made a cure, because its source has been
cacies are not costly luxuries and are
advice
medical
free.
and
ulcers
and
sores
on
Book
of the injured. In this way they are troyed.
within the means of anyone who will
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. CA.
able to help each other as well as
take the time to build and run a hotbed or a
passengers in case of injury or illSuch a bed will
ness.
The men are also put to work prac- ber 1, 1912, be changed from the Las make possible
lettuce and
The men are requested not only to ticing these things so they will be- Vegas Optic, of Las Vegas, N. M., to radishes (and even violets) for the
Actual operation Is the Rosweil News, of Roswell, New Thanksgiving and Christmas dinners.
help each other and the passengers of come proficient.
the road in case of mishap, but to performed in' artificial respiration, Mexico. After the abovi date all
Moreover, by this means, one can dealso give care and attention' to tres- dressing wounds, applying splints to '.ices of estraya will be published In pend on having good hardy plants for
passers and even tramps. The talks fractures', etc. A stretcher drill is the News.
spring planting In the garden.
which are given to the men by Dr. included In the instruction. The men " New Mexico Cattle Sanitary Board,
September and October are the
W. J. LINWOOD. Secretary. months to prepare the hot-beShields are short and are Illustrated are also shown how they can ImproTo
by charts, diagrams,
avoid annual repairs, and to secure
plates of vise a stretcher to carry injured perfractures and by painting the location sons in emergencies and instructed on
Antolne Deloria, postmaster at Gar-je- the best results build it of concrete.
Mich., knows the exact
facts Locate the bed on the sunny,
of the principal blood vessels In the how to hold their arms in carrying
Then he speaks of the curative vadifferent important parts and organs people.
side of a building. A four-sas-h
lue of Foley Kidney Pills. He says:
of the body of the human subject with
furthermore, en- 'From my own experience I recomThe physicians,
bed is usually large enough excolored crayons. In this way the men deavor to organize first aid to injured mend Foley Kidney Pills, as a great cept for commercial . purposes. A
for kidney trouble.,. My fath- standard hot-be- d
are taught something of anatomy that crews who are taught to work tosash Is 3 feet by 6
is very useful in handling emergency gether and are drilled regularly so ers waB cured of kidney disease and feet. Lay out the bed 6 feet 8 Inches
cases. They are instructed on how to as to make them proficient. In many i good many of myf neighbors were wide by 12 feet 10 inches
long. The
ured by Foley Kidney Pills. O. G.
tie up blood vessels to stop bleeding instances contests are arranged be- Schaefer and
concrete walls are 6 . inches thick.
Red Cross Drust Co.
until a physician can arrive, and how tween crews on different parts of the
Dig the foundation trenches 2 feet 6
to clean wounds and injuries eo as to railroad system and prizes awarded
inches deep within the lines given
prevent blood poisoning and other for those making the best showing. In
Mrs. J. N. Hill, Homer, Ga., has us above. Make forms of
lumber
complications from setting in, and are this way the men's interest is kept ed Foley's Honey and Tar Compound to carry the south (front) wall 6 In
'or years, and says she always recom ches and the north (back) wall 14
also Instructed
on various other up in the work, which is purely
mends it to her friends.
"It never
are
useful
and
that
efficacious
things
and philanthropic.
to cure our coughs and colds and' inches above the ground. Forma are
fails
in cases of emergency.
We have five chll not required below ground level. The
prevents croup.
NOTICE.
iren and always give them Foley's tops of the end walls slope to the
Besides the talks, the physicians
Notice ic hereby g ven that the of- Honey and Tar Compound for a cold, others. Before filling the, forms with
on living subgive demonstrations
and they are all soon well. We would
jects In bandaging, stopping hemor- ficial paper of tne New Mexico Cat. not be without It In our house. O. concrete, test the dimensions of the
will
on
tie
or
Septeji- n,. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co. bed by means of the sash. See that
applying temporary splints.
rhages,
Sanitary Board
the sash lap the forms 2 inches on
germ-producin-

Topeka, Kan.; Sept. 27. The American Red Cross society car No. 1 is
making a tour of the entire Missouri
Paciic-IroMountain
system.. The
car was started on its journey at
Omaha, where it was kept for two
days, September 16 and 17, being
hauled to Omaha iby the Chicago &
Northwestern railroad and there turn.
ed over to the Missouri Pacific. The
tour, which opens at Omaha, will be
continued over; the lines of the Missouri .Pacific-IroMountain for three
and a half months, the last stopping
place being Texarkana, Ark., where
ther car will be January
The tour over the system is for the
purpose of giving instructions In first
aid for the care of the injured, and to
teach safety as a means of preventing
accidents. On its journey the car will
be accompanied by representatives of
the Red Cross society, the Railroad
Y. M. C. A. and of the hospital department and safety committees of the
n

Missouri Pacific-Iro- n
Mountain system. The national officials of the
Red Cross society operate this car
purely as a piece of philanthropic
work. It is conducted under their
railroad department, of which Dr. M.
J. Shields, Washington, D. C, is head.
Dr. M. W. Glasgow lives in the car
and acts as Instructor and demonstrator, the object of the trip being to
educate railroad men and others In

J
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CONGRESS

cold-fram-

,-

the concrete mushy wet in the
proportion of 1 bag of Portland ce
ment to 2
cubic feet of sand to
cubic feet of crushed rock, or 1 bag
of oement to 5 cubic feet of bank-rugravel. Fill the forms without stopping for anything. ,,Tie the walls together at the corners by laying In
them old iron rods bent to right an
gles. While placing the concrete set
inch holts about 2 feet apart to
hold the wooden
of the
bed
to the concrete;
or make
grooves in the top of the concrete for
counter-sinkinthe sash to the level
of the walls with an allowance of one
quarter inch for clearance. This can
be done by temporarily imbedding In
the concrete wooden strips of the nec- Mix

1

l.t
r..T.r,rv tula
iuuwtrJ (ll.n.nn.
uci- to
means
blocks
of
nailed
atlon, fey
the strips, make provision for the
center-liar- s
described below. Remove
(he strips as soon as the concrete
stiffens.
Take down the forms after
five days.
The extra 2
Inches in
length of the bed is allowance for the
lliree center bars between the sash.'
These sash supports are of dressed
1 Inch
stuff, shaped like a capital
"T" turned upside down. The length VISITORS IN SALT LAKE WILL
of the stem of the "T" is equal to
BE ENLIGHTENED AND EN- the thickness of the sash and the top
ENTERTAINED
1b 3 inches wide.
mateSufficient
rials for the concrete will be supplied
Salt Lake City, Utah, Sept .27.
by 14 bags of Portland cement, 1
No convention held by the National
cubic yards of sand and 2V6 cubic Irrigation congress in the 21 yearn
yards of crushed rock; or 14 bags of of its history was ever greeted with
cement and 2
yards of pit gravel at more perfect arrangements than ono
a cost of $10.
about to open in this olty. When the
K the bed Is to be used as a
Utah delegates stood up for Salt
it is finished when covered Lake City at the convention last year
with glass. For a hot-bedig out the and succeeded In having it selected
dirt to the depth of 2 feet, tramp in out of a long list of rivals, they prom18 inches of fresh horse manure well
ised a demonstration that would be
mixed with leaves or bedding and a record breaker, and now that the
cover It with 4 to 8 inches of rich arrangements are about completed,
soil. Bank the
excavated earth their promise Is seen to have been
around the outside of the bed. Put no. extravagance..
the sash in place, hang a thermometer
Headquarters for the congress were
on the inside and allow the bed to opened today. The advance guard of
heat up. After a couple of days, when delegates and visitors has already
the temperature has dropped to 85 put in an appearance, but the big
or 90 degrees, planting may be safe- rush will not be on until the end of
ly done. Seed catalogues contain val the week.
The gathering will get
uable Information as to th length of down to business Monday morning.
time necessary to produce the differ-- and the sessions will be continued
ant kinds of plants.
four days.
During the midday, In bright weathThe governor of Utah and the may
er, the bed' will become too hot and or and business men of Salt Lake City
must be ventilated for a short period have
with Senator Franby raising the sash on the side away cis G. Xewlands of Nevada, who is
from the wind. Water the plants in
president of the congress, in arrang
the morning only and ventilate later
ing for the reception and entertainto remove the moisture from the fo- ment of the visitors.
The delegates
liage. On winter nights It will often are expected to number between 1,
be necessary to cover the bed with 000 and 1,500. They will represent
old carpets and boards.
nearly all the states of the Union and
it is a genuine pleasure to grow sections of Canada and Mexico. Comwinter vegetables and flowers for mercial organizations, irrigation and
home use. If the supply exceeds the
agricultural associations, horticulturneeds, there Is always a - profitable al and engineering societies, colleges
market for such products.
and universities will be represented.
Speakers both American and foreign will address the congress. Among
the subjects which will receive atGAS, SOURNESS AND
tention In the papers, addresses and
are "Scientific Investigadiscussions
INDIGESTION VANISH
tion of Irrigation
Projects," "Co-

ELABORATE PLANS

HOTBED OF

and more inert germs are usually manifested in the form of Indolent sores
or dry, scabby places. Efforts to heal an old sore with external applications always result in failure because such treatment does not reach the
blood, and the ulcer will continue to eat deeper into

'.K

-

.
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Great Tonio
For the Kerve

operative Effort of Government and
State Immigration Officials," "Elimination by Law of Fraud in Connection with the Locations and Sale of
Land," "The Close Cooperation of
State Engineers," "Irrigation of the
"Really does" put bad stomachs In
ordei: "really does" overcome Indlges' Great West," "Proper Safeguarding
of Irrigation Securities," "Enactment
tion, dyspepsia, gas, heartburn and
sourness In five minutes that Just of Practical Working and Uniform
State Irrigation Laws'. "Preservation:
that makes Pape's Diapepsin the-larest selling stomach regulator In the of the Forests," "Opportunity to Build
world. If what you eat torments Into New Homes," "Measurement of the
stubborn lumps, you belch gas and Streams" arid "Storing of the Folods,"
The business sessions of the coneructate sour, undigested food and
will be interspersed with enter,
gress
acid; head Is dizzy and aches; breath
tainment
prepared on ah unusually
foul; tongue coated; your lnsides
A great Industrial
scale.
elaborate
filled with bile and Indigestible waste,
hold forth during the
wi(J
exposition
moment
remember th,e
piapepsln.
comes in contact with the stdmaeB week and every 'night wili be devotall such distress vanishes.
It's truly ed to Carnival features. The crownmost
astonishing
marvelous, and the ing of the Irrigation Queen, the
of the Wizard of the Wasatch
joy is Its harmlessness.
with
his
gay pageantry, and the singA large fifty-cen- t
case of Pape's
Diapepsin will give you a hundred dol ing of the Ode to Irrigation in the
Mormon tabernacle will he
jars- worm of satisfaction or your great
druggist hands you y&ur money back, leading features of the program.
It is regarded as particularly apIt's worth its weight In gold to men
and women who can't get their stom propriate that the meeting that marks
aens regulated. It belongs In your the coming of age of the National
home should always be kept handy Irrigation congress shofuld Wei held
It was In Utah 65 years ago
In case of a sick, sour upset stomach here.
of Irrigation
during the day or at night. It's the that the modem system
Its
The first
bad
small
beginning.
surest
and most harmless
quickest,
meeting of the congress was held 21
stomach doctor In the world.
years ago in Salt Lake City, which
has since become the center of th
BAD FIRE AVERTED.
splendid
empire which Irrigation
Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 27, The has reclaimed from the great Amerihandsome W. T. McCreight residence can desert.
at 315 West Lead avenue had a nar
row escape from serious damage by
LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
fire at 3 o'clock yesterday afternoon,
Of
Ebenezer Barber, Deceased.
being saved through hard and persistent work by the firemen. The flames, State of New Mexico, County of San
Miguel.
which had broken out in outbuildings
Office of the Probate Clerk, County
adjoining the alley were confined to
of San Miguel, Is. M.
that section of the property and preAll Whom It May Concern, Greet
To
vented from spreading to the Mcing:
house.
The
fire had gained
Creight
You are hereby notified that the
considerable headway before being
discovered and was blazing merrily 9th day of October A. D. 1912, has
away before alarms were sent In. The been fixed by the Honorable Probata
firemen responded promptly from Court, In and for the County and
both highland and lowland stations. State aforesaid, as the day to prove
Unfortunately, however, the water the last win and testament of said
had been cut off in the mains in the Ebenezer Barber, deceased.
In testimony whereof, I have herevicinity of the McOeigiht home because of repairs being made there. unto set my hand and affixed the
The firemen quickly resorted to the seal of the Probate Court this 3rd
use of the chemical appartus and suc- day of September A. D. 1912.
LORENZO DELGADO,
ceeded in checking the flames until a
Clerk of the Probate Court.
stream of water from a Third street
plug was turned on the fire, extin
guishing it.
Tne fire fighting was directed per NOTICE TO ALL WHOM IT. MAY
sonally
the
by W. T. McCreight,
CONCERN.
popular, well known and efficient
Notice is herehy given to all whom
manager of the Morning Journal. Mr. It may concern,, that, the underMcCreight, who was for years the signed, was on the third day of Sep
crackerjack chief of the tire depart- tembet A. D. 1912, appointed adminment of Albuquerque, rendered great istrator and executor of the estate
assistance to Fire Chief Klein, his of Ebenezer Barber, deceased.
thorough knowledge of fire fighting, . All persons having claims against
gained
through long experience, the said estate must present them
standing him in hand in battling for within the time prescribed by law.
the protection of his lares and pen- BYRON T. MILLS,
ates.
Administrator.
AS SOON AS "PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN"
GETS IN STOMACH ALL
DISTRESS IS GONE.
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MR. LOUIS GACHMAN.
"For about ten years I was troubled
with a nervous ailment, tried many dif- -

iereni medicines ana a specialist, but
cuuia not get rignt. .finally Jl tried
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey, taking a
xauiespooniui tour times a day. I improved from the first, and
am as
well as any man could be ; am 48
years
old and feel as though I were 20. There
is nothing to equal your excellent remedy,
I know, for I have had exnerienre.
will always recommend it, as I want to
help my fellowmen, and in this way do
a ncuie towards repaying you for the
Treat good you have done me." T.mi-'Gachman, 327 Tayco St., Meuasha," Wis.
to-d-

Special train leaving Las Vegas at 7 A.
returning leaving Maxwell .t 7
5

HUBT;''ifV

ports start at Maxwell on arrival of this
L s Vegas special train.
:

i

1

Duffy's Puro

Um Xililzkvj

through its tonic and rebuilding constituents, will relieve troublesome nervous
complaints by supplying the system with
those vital elements which it needs to
bring about a complete restorations to
health.
More than

half the trouble with nervn
ous
people is due to faulty
digestion, and this is the result of tired,
unexercised muscles. Duffy's Pure Malt
Whiskey used as directed stimulates the
digestion and enables you to get vitality.
energy, nerve power and strength from
the food you eat.
you should have it m vour home. It
will prove its value in the many ordinary illnesses of a family or for an
emergency.

Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskev Is the
only whiskey that was taxed by the
Government as a medicine during the
n
war.
Druggists, grocers and dealers. $1.00
a large bottle. Be sure you get Duffy's,
and that the seal over the cork is intact.
Substitutes and imitations are injurious.
Medical booklet and doctor's advice sent
free to any one who writes.
Spanish-America-

All the apple cider you want goes with the pie
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HjIS Whiskuy Co., Rochester, N. T.
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to class egotism, will away any considerable portion ' of the voters, the
prospect would
rightly alarm all con"
servative citizens. It Is Just such
tests as this that the constitution was
designed to withstand. It has 'withstood them in the pa.:t and will do
again. Not until a majority of the
people become the dupes of agitators
will there by any serious cause for
apprehension, though the mere subjection of our Institutions to such
tests Is to, be, deplored on general
'
principles.

HRNEFITS EVERYBODY
Prof. Wilson and other free trade
democrats continue to assert that the
protective tariff system benefits only
a few manufacturers.
Nothing could be further from the
truth. Protection benefits everybody.
Manufacturers, far from being . the
only class benefited by the tariff, re
ceive no more .benefit than other
classes of the community. The class
that receives the vgreatest direct bene
fit is the laboring class, whose wages
are higiier under- protection than they
could possibly be maintained without
It.
' ', j
j
',T
The tariff, as such, does not give
profit or, wages.. It gives OPPORTUNITY for carrying on industries in this
country,, which, without it, could not
i

..

exist here under the present high cost
of labor., If lowering the tariff should
stop these .Industries not only would
the manufacturer lose in the value of
his plant, but the- whole community
would suffer with him.
.

Protection insures prosperity and
prosperity makes business. If everybody is employed, the farmer has customers to whom .his produce can be
sold at good prices. The factory near
the farm means., more people to feed.
More people ibusy in tne city means
larger markets, i And if labor is employed and ,thej tarmer sells his crops,
then money Is In circulation and everybody ..in, every 'kind of business is

?(;'

prosperous
Main 2
This protection henefits everybody.
Main 9 That everybody suffers under democratic
laws .has been
such laws have
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, 1912.
been in force.)
,
.
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One of the cheapest of the claptrap
Theodore
of Colonel
arguments
Koosevelt is his declaration that "the
ISGUSSEDTIIOiiOUGULY
constitution belongs to you and no
outsider has any right to couEtrua it
.to your injury." OI course, "you" MANY AUTHORITIES JOIN IN DISmeans tho people who are "standing
CUSSION AT CONGRESS IN
-at Armageddon" and helping RooseCAPITAL.
j
velt battle for himself. Thu "outsidi
ers" are those who are opposed to the
Washington, Sept 27. Problems of
Colonel.
fpT unadulterated charla- emigration and of immigration, distanry this sort ,of nonsense has not cussed by foreign and American auteen surpassed even by Roosevelt thorities who have studied the quesliimself, unless in his sophistical con- tions first hand, were among those
tentions in behalf of the recall of
of chief interest on today's program
of the 'fifteenth International ConWho in the world disputes the fact gress of Hygiene and Demography
that the constitution belongs to the The scientific distribution of immiBut the people include all grants in Ithe United States, both as
people
Americans, and under the law and In a social and economic necessity, and
good morals every American citizen the hygienic) side of the immigrant
has just as much, to say about it as questioa; werwi topics discussed.
were Dr.
Among tbo'se to
.every other citizen. If one citizen
does not want it tinkered with, if he M. Zerratti of the Royal Italian navy;
believes that the fathers builded Drs. Stlch and Horzfeld, Germany; Dr.
wisely and well the foundations upon John Contas, Greece; Dr. Peter H.
rwhich succeeding generations are Bryce, chief of the Canadian immigraerecting the superstructure, that citi- tion service, find Surgeon General
zen has just as weighty a voice in Stokes, United States public health
the matter as the faddist who Be- service.1 ;The, sources and methods of
lieves that the constitution ought to pauperism,' women in industrial life,
;be overhauled every time a state or a tenement life, smoke nuisance in In
anunicipality gets a political stomach dustrie cities, aijdl; child labor were

ache. If there are more tinkerers than
there are adherents of the constitution, then under our system of government the constitution will he altered, as It has been in more than a
dozen particulars. But the faddists
Slave no monopoly on the constitution.
They are not its custodian to the
exclusion of others and it Is mere
demagogic grandstanding to shout
grandiloquently to a gang of Bull
Moosers
that "the constitution is
yours," that "you and your kind
fought for it" and "no outsiders shall
That
construe it to your injury."
"kind of rubbish tickles
he vanity
of ihe mob, however, and that is the
'
in
sole Purpose of the
giving utterance to such sentiments.
Almost everything else in sight
that is not nailed down hag been ap
propriated by the colonel in his desperate effort to prove that he is the
real friend of good government, wag
ing a heroic fight in its behalf against
those who would debase it. The peo
ple who have common sense and use
it know that it is the "insiders" and
not any "outsiders" who are the real
menace, if not the enemies, of the
institution as framed oy the fathers
of the country. That great instru
ment belongs to all and is in not the
slightest danger excepting from the
wild-eyefanatics who have' constituted themselves its guardians and ex
pounders.
If there was any real ground for
fearing that these demagogic appeals
,

d

other subjects discussed.
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DRYFARMERfiETS MEXICO WILL

NEW WORK

EXPRESSES
APPRECIATION
OF
COLONEL R. E. TWITCHELL'S
HISTORY
Great appreciation of Colonel Ralph
Emerson
Twitch ell's latest book,
"Leading Facts of .New Mexican History," is expressed by the editor of
the Santa Fe Employes' Magazine in
the September issue of that publication. The railroad writer's comment,
which is the more appreciated by Colonel Twitchell because it comes from
a Santa Fe man, is as follows:
The latest addition to the editor's
library is a valuable and highly prized autographed copy of Volume II of
Colonel Ralph Emerson Twitchell's
monumental work on the history of
New Mexico, Romance, war, religion,
in fact
the elements that make for
our modem civilization as typified
in (New Mexico's reclamation
from
a desert Indian country to Its present
state of productiveness are graphically portrayed in Colonel Twitchell's
latest effort. And we use the word
"effort" advisedly, for it certainly
must have required no end of painrestaking, exhaustive,
unceasing
search .to produce what Governor L.
Bradford Prince, president of the New
Mexico Historical society, and him- sel fa distinguished historian, pro
nounces an "lalmos-- (encyclopaedic"
treatment of events and invidluals.
"The .second volume
of 'Leadiug
Facts of New Mexican History,' says
an exchange, "is even more absorb
ingly interesting, more graphic, more
complete and more valuable than the
first volume, if that were possible.
Its added interest to this generation
is, of course, attributable to the fast
that it concerns more modern chronicles and brings us down to the affairs of the present, through the pe
riod with which, through the old men
and their fathers, we still are more
or less closely connected."
The human interest side of life is al
w ays the touch
that makes history
absorbing and impressive; when this
feature is lost sight of and it be
comes merely a chronicle of facts,
dates and figures, the historical value
of a work is lessened. Colonel Twitchell, in imparting the wonderful fund
of knowledge which years of delving
into ancient and modern archives has
stored awy In his brain, never has
lost an oportunlty to fire the Imagina
tion and quicken the blood flow cl
"
his readers.
The second volume, like the first.
Is filled with numerous photographs
and illustrations, groups of typical old
timers of the famous Santa Fe Trail,
officers and soldiers, Pueblo governors and Indian chiefs, high eccle
siastics, railroad builders, educators,
etc., pleasingly
illuminating the
splendid stories so aptly told.
Mr. Twitchell's greatest reward un
doubtedly will lie in the accomplish
ment itself the knowledge of a wor'K
well done, and of having contributed
fully and freely to the happiness and
contentment of his fellow men. It
must indeed be a comfort to any person to know that when he himself
has passed into eternity, his works
shall remain to enlighten future gen
erations. Colonel Twitchell has earn
ed for himself a place forerwrt in the
ranks of American historians, and it
ia safe to assert that his name and
works always shall be linked with the
glories of, the Sunshine state.

SALARY

OFF POLICE
HAVE

LOUISVILLE,.OFflCERS
DIFFICULTY ;SUBDUING
ED JACKSON.
.
Louisville- - Ky., Sept.

fter

oe--

ing held At 'bay all .night by a drug- crazed negro,, tb$: Louisville
police
earlf today ruadi.he, black's barri
cade and captured him before he
could make further resistance.
The: prisoner, fed Jackson, was' ar
rested last night on a truial charge.
He resisted and took refuge In a
house nearby, and began firing on
pedestrians Wd street cars. For two
hours the police exchanged shots with
the black. Then firing ceased and
the police awaited daylight. The rush
on his barricade took Jackson by sur
prise and he surrendered, although

A"

YEAR

Lethbridge, Alta., Sept. .27. Information has reached 'the executive offices of the International Dry Farming congress in this, city that Dr. V.
T. Cooke, formerly dry
farming expert for the state of Wyoming, and
who was sent by the congress last
yean as an expert to investigate the
lands of Brazil has Just
been offered and has accepted, the
position of national dry farming expert for Brazil, at a salary of $12,000
per year (gold) the contract being
for five years.
Dr. Cooke is already at work estaba. chain of demonstration
lishing
farms, the main farm being equipped
with a meteorological
station, and
having a large number of employes
and specialists along every line of
d

"Shot while trying to escape," wai
the official ireport of the affair. Vega,
who was a brother-in-laof Francisco
ViUareal, a well known revolutionist,
was arrested at Naco several weeks
ago on a charge of inciting the Yaqui
Indians to revolt "and attempting , to
bribe the commander of the federal
garrison in a small Sonora town to
Join the rebels. He was committed
for trial at Hermisillo, but when he
was taken out on horesback rather
than on a train, no one expected that
he would reach Hermoslljp alive Vega was formerly in business, at Cana-ne- a
and at one time was a govern'
ment official,
.,
Rebels Raid Ranches
Four hundred rebels entered the
town of Bocoachf, SO miles went of
Nacozari, yesterday and took what
had been left after two previous
raids. According to information which
reached Mexican Consul Cuesta, the
rebels were commanded , by Antonio
Rojas, who has been reported In the
state of Chihuahua.
Rojas was re
ported somewhere south of Cananea
today. A band of one hundred rebels
looted the Gabalonda ranch, 35 miles
southwest of Douglas, stole all the
horses and provisions) and were reported to have carried with them two
Mexican women
employed on the

agricultural investigation.
The Brazilians first became interested in dry farming at the third convention of the International Dry
at Cheyenne, which was
attended by. Sr. Ing. Laurenzo Baetea-Neveat present chief engineer of
public works of the state of Minas
Gereas.
Dr. Daeta-Neve- s
attended
the convention and at once became
an ardent student of the methods advocated by the congress, since which
time he has been the vice president ranch.
of the congress for Brazil, and it
wasj
Cruisers at Vera Crux.
largely through his personal activity
and enthusiastic support that the
Washington, Sept. 27. The cruiser
work of the international Dry Farming Des Moines has arrived' at Vera Crm
congress became permanently estab- City from Tampico and will remain
lished in that republic. The National in that port until the situation beSociety of Agriculture Is also back of comes more quiet. The ambassador
the movement, and Brazil now prom- also reported the federals getting
ises to take its place among! tho lead- control of the situation in Oaxaca.'
ing agricultural nations of the world
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
TRANSPORT PRAIRIE SAILS.
Chicago, Sept 27. Prospects of libPhiladelphia, Sept. 27. The trans eral world shipments tended' to put
port Prairie with 800 ' marines on' selling pressure on wheat today. The
board left the Philadelphia navy yard j bears were favored by improved
at noon today for Santo Domingo to. weather northwest On the other hand
look after American Interests.
receipts showed considerable' falling
off.
to
Opening prices were
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
lower. December started at 89
to
Kansas City, Sept. 27. Cattle, reto
a loss of
and' declined
89,
.
ceipts 1,500, including 600 southerns. to 894
The close was- - steady
Market steady. Native' steers $6
cent lower for December at 89.
teH $4.256; Warmer temperatures west proved
10.90; ' southern-"-- :
southern cows and heifers $3.50 adverse to com bulls. December open
5.25; native cows and heifers $2.25
ed
off afe 53; t&
higher to
53
8.25; stackers and feeders fl.60
and dropped to 53. The- close
net low?4.507.50; bulls ?3.755; calves was steady with December
$59.75; western steers ?510'; west' er at 54.
em cows $3.506.
Oats, suffered from poor demand.
Hogs, receipts 3,000. Market stea- December started unchanged to a
dy. Bulk of sales $8.458.75; heavy Shade higher' at 32
to 32
and
'
32.
packers and butchers dragged to 31
?8.458.75; lights $8.508.75; pigs Provisions eased off with com and
hogs. First sales varied from 5, deSheep, receipts 5,000. Market stea- cline to ly advance with January
dy. Muttons $3.504.50; lambs $6
$18.72
for pork; $10.52
for lard,
7.19; range wethers and yearlings $4 and $9.75 for ribs. The closing quo5.50; range ewes $2.504.25.
tations were:
Farm-ronare-
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December continued to lead the moderatively
active market in the last hour, cross-ni- g
Com, September 71; - December
79 at which figure if met with
some resistance on the part of the
Oats, September 32; December 32. shorts. The rest of the list moved
Pork, September $16.30."'-- '
more or less in sympathy with increased activity in the Gould group.
September $10.92:"
Rib's, September $10.57.
Steel was bought In blocks and
T touched
78, its best price of the
year. Reading and New York Central
NEW YORK 8TOCK EXCHANGE
also made notable gains and the
New York, Sept 27. further irrea whole market, turned strong again.
olarity and lighter trading' wer6 the Increased strength was shown by the
chief characteristics of today's stock, list in the later trading. Steel led
market, a result of the uncertain mon- the movement on heavy absorptions
etary situation. Call loans ppenod at with other standard issues In good
5
Per cent and soon advanced to e. demand.
The last sales were:
Stocks showed anuneven tciuie',tmov-- , Amalgamated Copper
91
ing upward in the t hour,, but fall- American Beet Sugar
128
ing in most Instances to attain yes- Atchison
..109
terday's best. Canadian Pacific? was Great Northern
141
the feature of the railways, gaining New York Central
H8
over two points. Steel held firm on Northern Pacific
129
s
moderately large offerings, but
173
Reading ..
were inclined to shade. Ameri- Southern Pacific
..114
can Tobacco was conspicuous rising Union Pacifio
175
3 points.
Bonds were easy. United States Steel
79
The market closed steady; Steel United States Steel,
..115
pfd
Wheat,

September

88;
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Sale begins October 5th., ends, October 12th. Final return
limit October 14th.
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If any "Redfern Suit or Coat If any "Palmer'' Suit tr Coat
should prove unsatisfactory we will give you a new garment free
We can live up to this guarantee because they do not
prove

Satisfied Customers

!

''fir?

Remember we have a line of togs for little folks tbt
please mothers' fancy and just suit fathers' pocket book.

store

.

The Santa Fe will sell round trip tickets for one Fare Las
Vegas to Albuquerquer.ftve dollars and thirty cents

$10,00 to $40.00

The

-'-

KE17 MEXICO STATE

;

GGYGDEH 7ttu

.'''',

V.

Co.

VVbalen. & Fowfcr Hrcpg

Years of experience combined with extra special attention given
to the buying: for this department has made it efficient in all ways
to meet the demands of our people.' In choosing the above named
"Palmer and "Redfern" lines as our Leaders we have done it
because we know they are better. Did you ever
step into, one of
these well made Garments? The lines are perfect, styles are snap- - '
py and fabrics are made to wear That's why we claim they ar.
far Superior to all other makes. This year has brought out some
very smart effects such as the Robespierre and Revolutionary
Styles in dresses The Three Quarter Length Coat The 34 inch
. Jacket Suit Etc. They are all marked in plain ' figures, we
'quote ;
tne prices just as they ate ; j '

Hundreds of

Hacfehie

AGGOUHT GF

'

i

&

Phone Main 344.

Invites You to See Ihe Greatest Line of
Garments EverJShown inJOurCity. You are Welcome

IN

New Orleans, Sept. 27. The political solidarity of the south, Colonel
Roosevelt said today, is retarding its
In his speech In New Orprogress.
leans Jate today, h planned to say
that the
problems cannot be
met as they should be unless - "the
solid south" 1b broken up,, bemuse,, is
longt as It gives unbroken support to
the democratic party, it can not
consideration in the affairs of
the government. The progressive party, a
organization, offered the opportunity, which, he believed, the south could take to get
away from political tradition.
At Hammond, La., Colonel Roose
velt told the people that the passage
of the democratic bill to abolish the
tariff on sugar
present excessive
showed that if the democrats should
win the sugar Industry of the county
would be imperilled.

Miztli

Los Veoas

The Home of "Redf era" and "Palmer"
Suits and Coats for Women

"SOLID SOUTH" SHOULD

well supplied 'with" ammunition.
When the police gained entrance to
the house they, found two other ne.
groes with Jackson. One' of them
who attempted
rush the police was
"I think I will take my phonograph
shot down. He was badly wounded along when I take my vacation," said
It is believed the two men were in Mr. Homely.
,
the house, when Jackson took refuge
"That's a good idea," answered Mr.
there and that he compelled them to Nextdoor. "It certainly needs a
help him in his fight.

i

-

rDR. COOK CIGNS UP AS EXPERT
IN WISCONSIN AT $12,000

Ready-to-Wj--

ROOSEVELT TELLS VOTERS
A
SPEEChf AT NEW ORLEANS.

C!i3R

OF II.

CRAZED NEGRO

STANDS

lO'li

AT

EPPPER

FULLY

1,023

unTiicnicAiin
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A HANDSOME

VOTE FOR PROGRESSIVE
DRUG

19t2.

27,
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LA.3 VEGAS DaiLV

J. It.' Stanley "came la last evening
from his home in Mora on business.
N. Collado of Mora was in Las
Vegas Way from his home on business.
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Scott returned
Mr. and Mrs. C D. Black were in
Las Vegas today from their farm on this afternoon, from a week's trip to
,
Denver, .t' .' .;'
the mesa.
Mrs. Jake Bloch wil leave tonight
A. W. Bluman, a Santa Fe official
Irom Topeka, was a visitor in Las Ve- on train No. 2 on a short trip to Kan'
'
sas City. '...;- -.
gas today.
Mrs. Molly Schmidtt came in this
A. M. McCready, Santa Fe
traveling
engineer with headquarters in Raton, afternoon from California .where she
J
was in Las Vegas today on business. has been for several months.
L. A. Peck, vender of lletnz's
Jack Gibson, clerk in the Santa
varieties, was in. Las Vegas to- Fe superintendent's' office, returned
day from his headquarters in Denver lustJ "iilghi'from a trip to Evanston,
111., and .Chicago.
visiting the trade.
has
left tcj El Paso,
Harry mngo
."Qon"( Dennis, the pumpkin pie
where he will join his parents, Mr. eater of San Miguel county, left last
and Sirs. R. E. Wingo, and brother, night for Maxwell where he will atKeif Wingo, who left for the Pass tend the pumpkin pie festival.
City Sunday by automobile.
Harry"' Arnold, formerly assistant
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor of the steward at the New Mexico
Hospital
First Presbyterian Church, left iast for the Insane, returned yesterday
night on train No. 7 for Deming to from a short trip to Seattle, Wash.,
attend the meeting of the Presbyter-Ia- and other points in the; northwest
Synod of New Mexico and AriX
Morrison, general agent tor
".''""
zona.
the Hupmobile In New Mexico and
Mr. and Mrs Carlos Dunn came in
Arizona; 'with headquarters in Phoe-nix- ,,
from; Gascoa yesterday afternoon
Ariz., was in Las Vegas today on
where they had been In attendance business.
Mr. JMorrison expects to
at the Dunn-Hoa- g
wedding, and left place an agency, In the Meadow City.
this afternoon, on train No. 7 for their
'
Harry Lorenzen left this afternoon
homo la Taos.
for Miami, Ariz., where he will be emMr. and Mrs. H. P. Roseberry of
ployed ''as1 manager of the hardware
Raton, after attending the wedding
of ''the Miami Lumber
of Mrs. Roseberry's sSsteri Miss Bessie department
company.
Young Lorenzen has been
Dunn, to Dr. Hoag of Mora, which in
the employ of the Charles Ilfeld
was celebrated at the Dunn home at
for several years, and Is excompany
Gascon Wednesday, left last night
perienced tajthis line of business. He
on train No. 2 for the Gate City.
ha many friends in Las Vegas who
E. C. La Danne, who has been in reg,ret his leaving the city, but who
Las Vegas during the past nine wish him success In his new occupamonths, left yesterday for nis home In tion.
Owensboro, Ky. After a short visit 'After'
an "absence of four months,
there he expects to leave for Ash.
which lie1 visited his old home
during
ville, N. C, where he will spend the in
Emrne.ndingen, Baden, Germany,
winter.
Robor Kasper"" returned home today.
Rev. Father Francis O'tJonner, ac- Mr. Kasper was
accompanied on this
companied by his mother, Mrs. Liicy trip" by' relatives who reside In DenO'Connor, and sister, Miss Stella O'- ver. He says the ship upon which he
Connor, came in last cvoiln after en resumed had a rough passage but the
extended trip to Seattle, Wash., and voyage was enjoyable In spite of that
California points and tVe Grand Can- fact., ,Mrf Kasper will resume his emyon of Arizona Mrs. O'Connor and ployment at. the Gump barber shop.
daughter continued on to their homes He has a host of friends here all of
in Kentucky1 "this attempt. Futhvr whom ' will be glad to welcome him
O'Connor, who' spent last w'r-- r
in home. Mr. Kasper lat leader of ttt
Las Vegas; will rems-.-here until Greater Las Vegas band and a musiChristmas.
cian of great ability.
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MADE TO"C0ME

GUNMAN HOLDS
VEGAS
TWO LPS
ALDERMEN.

LA JUNTA

in T.a

Junta a short time

Hays gave up $5 and Quinn's
contribution was about $12.
It was on the last trip of Messrs.
Hays and Quinn to La" Junta. They
procured a ro6m together. Hays was
sleeping in one bad and Quinn in another. Suddenly tney were ordered to
arise. They lookea up to find themselves covered by an automatic revolver in the hands of a youth.
'You 'Blank Blank, Blanketyblank
Blpnks had better sit still and listen
to ine or I'll blow you Blanketyblank
brains "out," was the first remark of
'Now, get your pants
the robber.
and frisk them, quick. I want every
cent you have."
The two frightened aldermen com
plied with the request with all possible speed. Having satisfied, himself
that he had made a clean haul, the
thief, first warning the two conduc
tors not to make an outcry, made a
htlrried exit. He has not been cap
tured. Alderman Quinn Is chairman
of the police committee here, but it
wouldn't have made any difference to
that robber if he had been head of
the police department in the largest
city in the world, because the thfef
baa the drop on him.
ago.

PUT ON TRIAL

YOUTH

FOR ROBBING BANKS
CASE OF PAUL BADURA RECALLS
THAT OF DR. CRIPPEN,
MURDERER. '

bank robbery and murder. The prisoner was caught in March last year
on board the liner Zeiten in New
York harbor by a Prussian detective
on his trail for
who had been
months and who had followed him
on board a swifter vessel, the St.
Louis.

The prisoner, when only IS years
old, it Is alleged, held up the bank
of the frontier town of Myslowiz, and,
with the aid of a youthful accomplice,
killed its cashier and escaped wirh a
considerable amount of money in
1910. He had, however, it Is claimed,
already committed crimes in Russia,
but evaded the Russian police by conthe
tinuously crossing and
frontier.
When the German police finally obtained a clue to his whereabouts he
escaped to Bremen, and boarded the
Zeiten, but wireless telegrams were
utilized and the captain put him In
Irons until the ship reacned New
York, where hq was handed over to
the authorities t"f n tradition.

Unstta: PoaScsm;
the New Food Orink.
But the big fact is that Children as well as adults can
drink Instant Postum with fullest .benept.,

;

ALAS, POOR LOI

Santa Fe, N. M., Sept 27. Sheriff
Closson and deputies of the county
had an early morning encounter with
a party of Indians 18 miles south of
this city today when the posse sur
prised the Indians busily engaged in
taking valuable turquoise from the
rich mine owned by Tiffany and Com
pany of New York. A dozen shots

denied Coffee "because it hurts,
Little folks' are usually
'
'

'.

them."

.fi--

-

i

i

When Instant Postum is the beverage its delicious,
flavour pleases all the family, yet no harm
'mild, Java-lik: can result to youn or old, for Instant Postum, rich asjt is ;,
I
in taste, is, made only of choice wheat and a small per cent ,
free from the coffee drug, "caffdne.'
I ipf molasgcs'-purea'-

I

!

l

e

Tid

were

.

Instant pstum requires no boiling
Stir a teaspoonful in a cup of hot water, add sugar
Postum is ready
and cream to taste, and a perfect cup Jof

Instantly.

?

Grocers sell Instant Postum in tins con100 cups at 50c.
taining sufficient to make about
50
at 00c.
about
eups
Smaller tins making

'

Coflee Averages About Double That Cost

A 5 cup Free Sample maed for
sta.mp, t6 coyer postage

exchanged

and'

the.

'J

officers

caught (jvfilndans, the balance
to the mountains. It Is believ
of- the Indians were wounded aeve-Tfll.

ed.

I

.

Co., Ltd., Pure Food Factories. Battle Creek, Mich.

Miss Zella Meavitt of Fort Madison
arrived this afternoon on train No. 7
for a visit in Las Vegas, the guest of
Miss Laura Lorenzen.
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BASEBALL NOTES.
.;

TO WIN TI

TRAIN WILL BE RUN
FROM LAS VEGAS TOMOtt- ROW MORNING

Tomorrow is the occasion of the
great pie and cider festival in Maxwell, and It is expected that many
Las Vegans will journey
northward in the morning
da the
Santa Fe special train to rujoy the
hospitality of the Maxwell faimtrs.
The Santa, Fe has offered a round
trip rate from Las Vegas of $4.10.
Tickets were placed on sale today and
ara good returning Sunday.
The special train will leave the
Meadow City at 7 o'clock in the
morning, arriving at Maxwell at 10
The returning special will
o'clock.
leave Maxwell at 7 o'clock In the
evening. The Romero baseball team
is planning to make the trip, being
booked as one "of the competitors for
the prize in tomorrow's games.
Las Vegas will be represented In
the pie eating contest! by one W. C.
Dennis, better known as "Con," who
claims to be the champion, pumpkin
pie eater In the west. "Con" la not
only confident of pulling down first
money in this match, but Is willing
to bet on the results. His friends
say that "Con" has not eaten a full
meal for the past week and should
be In fine condition for the race
g
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St

Louis
New York

Denver
Omaha

.97
92

St. Joseph

10-0-

11-1- 0;

. 50
. 49

.345
.337

95
96

Western League
Won Lost

National League
Boston,
Brooklyn,
Pittsburgh, 7; St. Louis, 6.
.
Cincinnati,
Chicago,
American League
Boston, 15; New York, 12. ,
Cleveland, 12; Detroit 2.
3,
Philadelphia, 3; Washington,
Game called In ninth inning on ac
count of darkness

,.90
....80

Lincoln
Des Moines
Sioux City

79
73
7S
51

Wichita
Topeka

63
67
72
81
79
82
86
107

Pet
.617
.581
.554
.601
.600
.471
.466
.317

Jeff

cher, Hookenger; Packard and

Sever-old-

Tesreau, .the

"

V;
r.--

NEW and
We Have

Hoffman

h Grcrll)

The Popular Price

Store

for the NEW IDEA
PATTERN

Agents

'

10c

PE01I1AINI04
there
again New
fielders, but
York has them, for the Giants are
fine place hitters and some of them
can, knock a ball almost any distance.
"Mathewson, I believe, will prove
reliable as usual. Tesrau is the greatest pitcher of the year. These two alternating in the world's series should
be able to win for New York. They
say Matty Is losing his speed, but hS

has a great head and uses it Batters
get mad when the ball from his arm
sails up with all kinds of kinks In it
They can't hit any distance, and that
aggravates them. .. All the better for
Matty.

"Joe Wood Is some pitcher we
have to admit this but he is not In a
class with the Giant hurlers. Neither
OBrlen, although
:lwh, are Bedlent and
"With both teams getting'
they are fine men. There is nothing
split in the luck and the series decid- to It but New York, so far as I clan
ed purely on the merits of the 'two see."
clubs, I also expect to see the Giants
win, for I believe the pitchers will
Big Wagers On Title Series.
arise to the occasion and pitch them
New York, Sept. 27. Heavy wagerto victory, assisted by.the bats of Laring on the result of the coming
cfclef
ry Doyh 'Red' Jurra
world's series between the New York
Myers."
Giants and the Boston Red Sox has
begun In earnest. Thousands of dolEvers" Vlev e6f ' Serfes. ' '
lars have been posted, both here and
Evers In Boston. A canvass of local sportChicago, Sept
summed the world's series ; yesterday ing resorts reveals " the .Indisputable
- o T' m
like this:
,. fact that the Red Sox are favorites aT
"Boston looks like a winner on pa- prevailing odds of 4 to 5.
per, but New York has the pitchers. Men who backed the Giants heavily
Wood is a good man and Bedlent and last
year chiefly because the strength
O'Brien are good. They have speed, and skill of the Athletics were underbut that Is what the Giants eat 'You estimated cannot figure McGraw's
may hear that Bender had speed last men at this time.
year and the Giants could not hit him, Layers of odds, bookmakers on the
but his is of a different variety. Ben- race tracks In former years, also have
. fashion,
der throws in a side-armade the Red Sox odds-ot-f favorites.
while the Boston twirlers throw over- A week
ago they were laying 5 to 4
head. The faster the ball comes In
against Boston, but they got such a
this way the better New York? likes it. big play it was said that 7 to 10 and
"I think Boston it a bit taster than possibly 3 to 6 would be the
price
New York on the bases, but that will this week.
do' them no good, for Tesreau, Matty
and Marquard, if he is used, should
be able to keep them pretty well off WANTED Clean Cotton rags. Optlo
the bags. The Red So also' are fast office.
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See us for anything else
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Mrs. C. C. Robblns and daugte
Miss Edna Robblns, will leave tonight
R.H.E.
Pittsburg, Sept 27.
4 7 1
on a two weeks' trip to Kansas City Pittsburg
..0 3 1
and St Louis. Miss Robblns will stop' St Louis
off in Kansas City for two months
Batteries: Cooper and Gibson; Per-rltWoodburn and Wingo.
on their return.

'

ALL

SUIT

TO

Call and See Them

Should Tesreau oppose ' Joe ' Wood I
believe the famous Red Sox hurler
will find his hands full. 'Then there
Is 'Rube' Marquard.
I believe the
'Rube Is a trifle unsteady and may
not be effective agamsf'the Tied Sox,
but, on the other band, he may come
back with a rest and show his early
season form against them. ' ' '
"In the series of 1911 it did look
as if the GiantB were a badly scared
lot. Such men as Murray,' who didn't
get a hit during- the series, played
poor ball, and McGraw was -- disgusted;
'
; :fi
but times have changed.
"I expect to see a great 'battle of
wits between Jake Stahl and John McGraw, and I think the little- Napoleon
will come out on top. He is right' 90
times out of 100.

TODAY'S BASEBALL
Few, If any, medicines, 'nave met
r
National League
with the unlformiiuccess that has at
tended the use oV Chamberlain's. Co
Chicago, Sept 27. First game:
lic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
R. H. E.
The remarkable1 cures of collo and
3 7 2
...
Chicago
alIn
It
diarrhoea which
has effected
11
2
Cincinnati
,..10
most every neighborhood have given
It a wide reputation. For sale by all
Batteries: Ton ey and Cottrell. Ar-

dealers.

PRICES

'

post-seaso- n

New York,
Philadelphia,

Up-to-da-

'

well-know- n

BASEBALL

We are proud to say, we
have the most
line of Ladies' and Misses'
Dresses, Coats, Skirts and
Tailored Suits.

DOOIN, MANAGER OF PHILLIES,
8AYS GIANTS LOOK GOOD ,
In their last game of the season at
TO HIM.
Brooklyn the Pittsburg Pirates used
17 men, but the Dodgers copped the
Philadelphia,
Sept. 27. Charley
g)ame 7 to 3.
of the Phillies, takes
Dooin,
manager
"Smiling Al" Orth has made a hit issue with Connie Mack and declares
as an umpire, and will no doubt be that
the Giants will beat the Red Sox
retained on the National league staff and win
the world's baseball series.
of arbiters.
Dooin bases his prediction on the
The New York Highbinders have
pitching strength of the opposing
picked
up a great
performer In clubs. He
!
says:
Heine Schulte, who pitched for the
will have much to do with
"Pitching
Savannah team during the past
the winning of the series. In this tne
Giants have more than an equal
The Three-- I league clubs complain
chance. Joe Wood, Ray Collins-anof poor attendance this season, Dav
the
balance of the Sox's pitching staff
enport being the only club to finish look
mighty good, but don't overlook
on the right side of the ledger.
the fact that the great MatheWson Is
Bill McKechnle, the former Pirate,
still the steady, old; reliable boxman
Is to get another trial in the big
he was of old. Matty will pitch one
show, having been drafted from St.
of his old, brilliant games against
Boston
Nationals.
Paul by the
the Sox.
i'H"
Manager Clark Griffith, of the
"Next to Mathewson there is'big

Washington team, figures that his
youngsters will be strong enough next
year to romp away with the American
league pennant.
The Central International leagua
composed of Duluth, Winnipeg, Grand
Forks and Superior, will add two
clubs to the organization, making a
circuit for next season.
Dalton, Graham, Bradley,
Jordan,
Holly, Bemls, Kent, Brucke, Srticklett
and Manager Joe Kelley, who have
"
placed Toronto on the baseball map,
An excellent program of sporting
are all
former big lea
connec
events has been arranged. in
guers.
tion with the pie festival and a day
In the
series of games
of fun and feasting, all free as the for the
of the Class D
championship
air, will be provided all visitors.
Clarks-'i'l- e
leagues, the pennant-winnin- g
team, ii the Kit'
league, deCHAVEZ BEATS LEACH.
feated the Frankfort team, chamTrinidad, Colo., Sept 27. Benny pions of the Blue Grass league, four
Chavez, bantamweight champion of games out of six.
the Rocky mountain states, last night
knocked out Eddie Leach in the first
STANDING OF THE CLUBS
minute of the twelfth round. Leech
was knocked cold in the eleventh, but
National League
the bell rang and the Raton boy show
Won Lost Pet.
ed his gameness by coming back for New York ....
44
.693
99,
the twelfth, but as he had been badly Chicago
89
.622
54
beaten he was only able to stay the Pittsburgh
88
.611
56
first minute before the referee put Cincinnati
72
74
.493
the final count on, him.
.483
74
Philadelphia ...'.....69
Leech fought Chavez from start to St Louis
.404
59
87
finish and it was conceded that Leech Brooklyn
54- 90
.375
gave the local bojj a harder fight than Boston
47
.324
98
Monte Attell. Tfee fighting was furAmerican League
ious from the beginning and the fans
Won Lost Pet
were well pleased with the go.
101
Boston
45
.692
Three good preliminaries preceded Washington
58
87
.600
the main go. Herman Grant of Trini Philadelphia
85
59
.590
dad, knocked out Willie Ware of Pu- Chicago
71
74
.490
eblo In the third round. Both boys Cleveland
70
76
.479
are colored.
78
68
.466
Detroit
YESTERDAY'S

FOR FALL and WINTER
are arriving Daily,

troit catcher, is leading the Providence team in batting with an aver.
age of .346.

'.,VAit

The Indians caught are now in Jail
here. The light resulted when the
sheriff and his party, in answer to
calls, for aid from the superintend
ent, surprised the Indians at work.
The Indians arrested eay that they
needed turquoise for tribal ceremonials and that all of their mines were
gone. Previously, it is said, they secured! turquoise by descending
the
mines! at night This time they tried
to do it In day time and were caught
The Tiffany mines were worked by
Indians hundreds of years ago and
the Indians look upon them as their
the pale face has
own, although
bought' them.

FIVE

1912.

The Kalamazoo Southern Michigan
league team, last season's champions,
finished last in this year's race.
Chraley Schmidt, the former" De

-

nt

Hade by Postum Cereal

10

UP SPECIAL

Forced at the point of a dangerous
looking gun in the hands of a youth
of about 20 years of age to give up
all their spare change was the exper- e.M-of Conductors Uichard Hays and
Jerry Quinn, toth Enst Las Vegas

' 27,

0
0
0

EAT PIE

Germany, Sept. 27. An
ocean race to New York after a criminal which paralleled that for Dr.
Crippen, the American who murdered
his wife Jn London, was recallel today
by the' opening of the trial of Peter
Paul Badura, a youth charged with!

Most Children do like

EVERYBODY

CROSS"

aldermen,

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER

ivtiiri i immrrp
lilIAWLtL lilVllLO

nuis

Beuthem,

"I Likq t"

OPTIC,
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G HERE

are ready for it at your service with Roelofs Smile Hats and Yomans of New York,
latest Fall nats.
WE

'

(

We invite you to see
the Woolens we show
of Made to Measure
Clothes. The
means everything.

best

03,00 and $4.00--

The prices are the same here as in New York City.
Remember the best hats in Las Vegas at

: ; BicEore

'

'

.V

'

-

Come in today and he fitted on time.
,

'

CLOTinno

DOUGLAS AVENUE

-

-

.sins

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY,

SIX
public road crosses the
Two
(40) foot
spans I beam girders and concrete
concrete abutments and steel cylin-

SEPTEMBER

27,

1912,

Vegas-Mor- a

Bald canyon.

usiness,,
Directory

Done In regular session of the board
of county commissioners of the county of San Miguel.
' FIDEL ORTIZ,
(Seal)

Cor' Grand and Douglas Ave.
ast Las Vegas, N. M.

LAS VEGAS GARAGE
M BIEHL, Propietor

Ave
Phone Main 447

.Battery Charging Station
Automobiles' tor Wire

PETER P. MACKEL

...

H. C. YOUNG
LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED
Lode and vjunsmith
Bicycle aao

Street

520-6t- h

Repairii?
E. Las Vegas

si an 0.piinrina
HERMAN

Grand Ave

429

PLAZA HOTEL
NEWLY KEMODELEI
Private Batbs and Lavatories
Stea.a Heat Private Telephones
Rates $2.50 per day and up
AMERICAN PLAN
Special Rates by Week or Month

I
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COMMISSIONERS
CEEDINGS

COUNTYi

PRO

w

(Continued from Yesterday)
August 15, 1912.
The board met pursuant to adjourn-niHu- t
at 2 o'clock ip. m.
Present: Fidel Ortiz, chairman;
John H. York, county commissioner;
Lorenzo Delgado, clerk of the board;
.Florentine! Montoya, Interpreter.
Absent: Antonio A. Gallegos, coun-jt-

day.

FIDEL

ORTIZ,

Chairman.

Attest:

LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
Saurday, August 17, 1912.
commlSEioner.
The board met pursuant to adjournThe record of the proceedings of
ment at 2 o'clock p. m.
Monday, August 5, A. D. 1912, read,
Present the same county commis
approved and signed In ooen session.!
sioners, clerk and interpreter as of
Construction of three bridges.
Thursday, August 15, 191?.
Whereas at a regular meeting of the The record of th9 pr03eelliif,3 of
board of county commissioners of the Thursday, August 15 ,1912, read, ap
county of San Miguel, held Aug. 5, proved and signed In open session

and

'

,

.,

Tax rolls for

1912.

Manuel A. Sanchez, assessor of the
county of San Miguel, state of New
the tax
Mexico, having completed
rolls for the said county for th year
A. D. 1912, he now aeliverea ino same
In triplicate to the board, and upon
examination
freof, tho same ap
pearing to be in manner and tzem as
required by iaw, Buch tac Alls are pto
and the clerk is Hiree'l
pm-eforward a co;;y thereof, forthwith, to
n
traveling t id'.'or of the state of
New Mexico, ut'Paota re. N. M., to
deliver a copy on file '11 his offlee as
provided by law.
It is ordered that the board do new
adjourn subject to the call of the
chairman thereof.
FIDEL ORTIZ,
d

.Whereas this board finds that the
expenditure of money necessary to
construct the said bridges will be
within the limitations set by'law, now
upon motion of Commissioner John H.
York, duly carried.
Therefore be it resolved that the Attest:
Chairman.
prayer of the said petitions is hereby
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
granted and the clerk of this board
Is hereby authorized and instructed
Parks, Murrayvllle, Ga., Route
to advertise for bids, such bids to be T. L.
I, is in his 73rd year, and was recentoffice
of
the
the
at
county ly cured of a bad kidney and bladder
received
clerk of said board trouble. He says himself:
"I have
lerk and
My back
up to 12 o'clock noon of the 23rd day suffered with my kidneys. with
blad
of September, 1912 for the construe ached and I was annoyed
I can truthfully
der
irregularities.
acIn
said
three
bridges
tlon of the
jav .one 50c bottle of Foley Kidney
cordance, with plans and specifications Pills cured me entirely." They con-- J
to the filed in ihe office of the cleric, tain no habit formlnsr drugs. O. G.
and Red Cross Drug Co.
by the county eagtneer of the county Schaefer
three1
said
the,
bridges
of San Miguel,
The Implicit confidence that many
being more fully described as to lohave In Chamberlain's Colic,
people
and
as
dimensions
materials
cation,
Is
and Diarrhoea Remedy
Cholera
1.
A bridge across
follows,
founded on their experience In the
the Pecos river near Pecos town at use of that remery and their know
the point where the mains traveled ledge of the many remarkable cures
of colic, diarrhoea and dysentery that
public road crosses the said river.
it has effected. For sale by all dea'
con0
foot
steel
(2)-8spans
Two
ers.
crete abutmentssteel cylinder piers.
An article that has real merit should
2. A bridge across the Pecos river,
time become popular. That such Is
at Vlilanueva at the point where the in
the case with Chamberlain's Cough
main traveled public road crosses the Remedy has been attested by many
foot steel dealers.
said stream. Two (2)-8Here Is one of them.. H
Ohio Falls, Ind.,
epans concrete abutments steel cyl- W. Hemdrlckson,
writes, "Chamberlain's Cough Rem
inder piers.
edy is the best for coughs, colds and
3. A bridge across the Canyon de croup, and Is my best seller."
For
Where
the new Las s.ile by all dealers.
Azul at the point
t:

0

TO WALK

THE OPTIC

REST AC BANT

LOBBY

TO

A

AH

GAFF

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

TUB BEST GOODS OBTAI NABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

TWO THOUSAND

WANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

KANSAS
" FROM

PEOPLE
TO TRUDGE
LEAVENWORTH
TO
CALIFORNIA

Leavenworth, Kan., Sept 27. With
their one year old baby boy, riding
in a
cart pulled by a
donkey, Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Johnson,
of 426 Sherman street have started
to walk to California.
They are making this 2,000 mile
tramp for mere pleasure, nor for advertising purposes, not to be spectacular. They are walking with a hopfa
of benefiting the health of the wife
and saving the life of the husband.
Mr. Johnson Is afflicted with tuber
culosis. Only plenty of outdoor exer
cise and life in the open air can prolong his life. Mrs. Johnson also needs
the outdoor life. And the parenta are
anxious to give; their little boy. the
best start possible.
Mr. and Mrs.
'Johnson both wear
khaki suits. The wife ha sa cowgirl
outfit, leggings and skirt of khaki and
both wear heavy shoes, coming up
high and especially adapted for long
walking.

fi
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COLUMN
RATES
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LODGE NO.

t,

A.

f. 4
com-

M.

V.rdiall

Invite
Liebso
V'
inter. Chancel I 01
B Commander.
Ham
I
Martin. Keeper

lCHa,
y

B.

VEGAS CHAPTER No, S, ROYAL
ARCH MASONS EWW eonvocatloa lrst Motaday in eacn
pi

OPTIC'8

ATTORNEYS

R.
HUNKER
Geo. H.

NUMBER, MAIN S.

laTi.

(WANTED

Experienced
saleslady.
Must speak Spanish. Give references.
Address in own handwrit-

Worthy

Hatrea; Jane

Tripa,
120

EAST ROUND
Arrive

2..

No.
No.
No.

1017 TJlden

.

4

FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
f
ma maaw avary Monday night at
No. 10....
O. R. C. HalL OB BonKlaa arann
t
WANTED Girl for general house- 8 o'clock.
Visiting ,merofeera are
work. Apply ins Eighth street.
Cordially wataona. A KL OnhHrir No. 1
praaKUnt; J. T. BuHer. aecratary:
No. 8
C.
Bally, traaaarw.
No.

"We expect to make ten miles a
"Both of
day," said Mrs. Johnson.
us have been accustomed to walking
a good deal, although this is the first
time we have ever ventured on such
a walk as this. We will walk aa far
MODERN
WOODMEN OF AMERIC'
as we feel like, each day, stopping FOR SALE Good
jack; three years
Meet in the forest of brother)
in the evening where we happen to
a
old;
bargain. Inquire of William
love at Woodmen of th
Worl'
be and camp."
Shlllinglaw, Investment and Agenhall on tn second and fourth Tt
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson had a photo
cy Corporation.
tf.
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Cl
graph taken of themselves and their
Conaul; G. Laemmle, Clerk.
VI at
little traveling outfit, from which FOR SALE Household furniture and
Ing neighbors are especially we
house for rent, 902 Third street
postcards were printed, which they
coma and cordially Invited.
will sell along the road.
Their expenses will not be heavy FOR SALE New bran. P. Tram-bleyJ. E. R08ENWALD
LODGE NO. 645,
and they expeot to sell enough cards
Roller mills, 1215 Mora Ave.
I. O. of B. B.Meeta
to buy the provisions they will reevery Aral
Tuesday of the month In the veatry
FOR SALE One house and lot; one
quire along the road.'
rooms of Temple MonteQore at S
We will go first through Oklahoma,
house and two lots. A snap for
o'clock p. m. Tisitinjt Brothers are
then into Texas, and the across New
cash. Must sell this month
See
Mexico and Arizona to California,"
invited
oordilJly
Isaac Appel
Cutler Brothers.
said Mrs. Johnson. 'We don't know
President; Charlea Greenclay, Sec
bow long It will take us, but there FOR SALE 160 acres improved farm, retary.
will be no hurry. We will go by easy
30 miles east of Las Vegas, new huse,
stages, stopping along the road as we
barn, fenced. Easy terms, Dr. Eck-er- KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNC
.NO. 804. Meets second and
Our only object In
find convenient
Century Building, St. Louis, Mo.
In O. R. C. hall. Piou
making the trip is to get plenty of
oudoor exercise and live out of
bifildlng. VUlting members ar
doors."
dlally in vied. Peter Emenakat, G
K., Richard Devina, F. 8
Little Ole Johnson won the prize
as being the handsomest boy baby FOR RENT A desirable five room
at the recent county old settlers' pichouse, with bath, all modern con-- I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
He laughed
nic at Riverside park.
at a bargain. Owner 1. Meeta every Monday evening ;
veniences,
in babyish glee and clapped his baby
their ba'l on glitn etreet All visit
leaving town for the winter. 1013
hands when the donkey started pull
Eleventh street
ing brethren cordially Invited to at
ing his cart, as the little family betend. J . D. Fridenatine, N. G.;
UPRIGHT piano for rent. Apply Las
gan their long journey.
Frank FWea, V. O.; T. M. Elwood
Vegas hospital.
Secretary; Karl Werte, Treasurer
Runnlnsr up and down sialrs, sweep
C. V. Hedgoock,
cemetery trustee.
beds
ing and bending over making
FOR "RENT Furnished, two
soutl
will not make a woman healthy or
rooms en suite or separate, steam F. O. E.
beautiful. She must get out of doors
Meeta first and third Tue
heat, electric light breakfast if dewalk a mile or two every day and
each month, at Wood
day
evenings
imtake Chamberlain's Tablets to
sired. 1022 Fourth street.
man hall Visiting Brothers eor
prove her digestion and regulate her
bowels. For sale by all dealers.
dlally Invited to attend. A. M
FOR RENT Strictly modern home;
Adler.
President; E. C, Ward, Sa
ideal location; elegantly furnished;
retary.
no sick people. See Cutler Brothlost Annually by Wage
$80,000,000.00

for

Hnmk

O. BaUadve

Worthy Fatnm; Kra. Oaorx
Secretary. Ffcota Main
Gtaad avanaa.

two-wneel-

Stat.

HUNKER

A

Hunker
Chester A.
Attorneys at Law.

New Mn
RANSF0R9 CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. Laa Vegas,
first aai tMrt rridiys in
Maaoafc
Mm T. B. Bowen,
LCCAL TIME GAUD

Vfantctl

Their small amount of luggage, in
cluding a small tent, bedding, clothing and cooking utensils, Is carried
ing. Box 516.
on the
covered
cart,
pulled by the donkey. In this cart WANTED Plain sewing.
also their little 'child will ride in
avenue.

Records and Seal

P. O. ELKS Meets, second
aid
fourth Tuesday evening of eac
month Elks Home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers are cordially invited. P. D.
Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.

TemML

K.

9

LA

at tfaeoole
at T;t p. m.

Knlrhtiut

9. VlHiHnir

t

y

knights

worn.

NO.
LODGE
1,
PYTHIAS Merta

averv Mondar ra
ntug tn Castle Hal)

(

CLASSIFIED ADVER-- ,
TISEMENTS
Five cents per line each Insertion. Secretary.
Estimate six ordinary words to a Una.
No ad to occupy less spaca than two LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Ref-TEMPLAR
lines. All
v
advertla menta charged
will be booked at space actually set,
44ular conclave acwm Tsa-Vya-- without regard to number of words.
Jar in each month at Ma
D.
Cash In advance preferred.
sonic Temple at 7.80 p. m. C.
Boucher, 8. C; Ctaa. Tuame,
corder.

OF

KNIGHTS

Invited
cordially
. R. Murray,
N. O. Herman, W. M.;

FOR

DORADO

L

-

Regular
munlcatlon first and
.SI third Thursday in
month. Vtsitlcg broth-a- r
A-

.

a

CqIq

,

7......

No. S

:lt

:10 p. m
11:05 p m
1 :16
a. m

11:10

p,

m

p.

1:25 a. a
1:19 p. at

1:45 p. m.
WEST
1:20 p.
6:10 a.
4:40 p.
6:35 p.

Sir

BOUND

m..

...... 1:41

m

m
m

p. m
6:15 p. ML
4:50 p. rv
.7:00 9. at

HOW'8 THIS
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all

business transactions and financially

able to carry out any obligations made
by

his firm.

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Pdice 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by all dmglsts.

Take Hall's Family Pills for

consti-

pation.

t,

It Is ordered that the board do now
adjourn until Saturday morning An?
pust 17th A. D. 1912 at ten o'clock.

y

there was presented to the said board
petitions signed by more than five
hundred bona fide taxpayers of the
county of San Miguel, asking for the
construction lof a bridge across the
Pecos river, near Pecos town, a bridge
Across the Pecos river at Vlilanueva,
.a bridge across the Canyon de Azul
on the new Las Vegas and Mora roaa
In said San Miguel county and
Whereas the said petitions are in
all respects In accordance with law

FAMILY

ILES

Chairman. Remarkable
Attest:
Discoveries Made by Prof.
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
Edouard Navllle at Abydos and Its
Bids for court house repairs.
One of Richest
Neighborhood
The bids for certain changes and
Site In Old World.
repair work to be done In the court
house of Sau Miguel county, N. M.,
Cairo. Egypt Fascinating glimpses
ha ving been by order of the board reg of early Egyptian life were revealed
ularly advertised for and received in at an exhibition recently held in Lonconformity with such advertisement, don. The exhibits, which were the reand the bidders being present, such sult of the season's work of the Egypt
exploration fund, under the direction
bids were opened, there being the fol- of
the great Egyptologist, Prof. Edoulowing bids
ard Naville, at Abydop and Its neighand Son, for furni- borhood, included some
E. Roses-walexcellently
ture, carpets, etc.
preserved mummies, early implements
'
T. Foster, for painting and repair and carvings, and some grotesque
vases not unlike English Toby jugs. In
ing, etc.
the great Temple of Osiris, a carving
for
C.
and
Johnsen
furniture,
Son,
J.
was found depicting the Pharaoh ol
carpets, etc.
the Exodus playing draughts.
Rosenthal Furniture Co., for furniAbydos Is one of the richest sites
ture, carpets, etc.
in Egypt, and many explorers have
M. M. Sundt, for painting, repairing, reaped a rich harvest from Its
temples
etc.
and tombs, but the work of this exPeter P. Mackel, painting, repairing, pedition seemed to prove that much reetc., each of said bids being accom- mains to be done before the whole
story of Osiris is revealed. On one
panied by a check for the sum of One table
were displayed objects obtained
Hundred dollars as required, after from a
prcUitorIc village, the rethe
estimates, mains of which were found a' little to
carefully considering
and prices offered, together with sam the west of the great Temple oi
ples and cuts for carpets, furniture, Osiris. Hitherto the archaeologist
etc., the following bids were accept- has been dependent on objects obed by the board upon motion of Com- tained from the graves of the prehismissioner John H. York, duly, second- toric age, but in this case the relics
Thomas Fos- of this ancient life were found on the
ed and carried,
site of a hut village. They include
ter, for all the painting and repair the long, flat stones and corn rubbers
and
work and for repairing
pilr.tlng which were used to grind the wheat
roof in accordance with plans and or durrah for bread, sword spindle-whorls- ,
bone needles, horn borers, and
specifications on file, two btdr,
hairpins, and some slate palettes foi
$1,049.
Fruit knives,
paint.
E. Roseriwald and Son. all linoleum rubbing eye
saws, and scrapers showed signs ol
necessary, 500 yards more or lesa, use,
and gave all the appearance ol
"Grade A. Cork," at $2 per yar.', as being In the
same condition in which
per bid and samples submitted.
they had been left by their original
J. C. Johnsen and Son for fi) yards owners.
of 6000 Smith Carpet, at $2.05 per yard
These primitive men were no mean
and furniture for judgeV room, $82.90. artists, as the impression of a cyllnaa per bid; sample and eu'.s tubmit- r
ted.
The Rosenthal Furniture Co., 20
s
window screens at $2 each, also TOO
more or less, opef chairs No. "ifil,
for court room at $:.' each as ver old
and tuts eubmlUed
ffwii
All of such work ami fuvnlsbijg to
be In accordanc? wli.n the plans ai.d
specifications on file in the office of
the clerk and to be done, placed and
ma. VP. - carried out under the general super
vision of the county engineer, and the
clerk Is Instructed to notify the above
successful bdders in order that such
work and plans may be carried to
ward and proceeded with at an early
t:

Automobile, Carriage &
N.

Glimpses of Early Life in Egypt
Are Unearthed.

'.

HOUSE AND 8IGN PAINTING
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
and Gluing.
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
Old Town
Went Side Pima .

al

FOU

t:

416 Grand

jGei-er-

RELICS

der piers.

R. PUNT, Prop

V.ZXS.

OLD

furniture of S0C0 B. C,
Dinner Trays and a Water Dipper.

The Domestic

der seal on clay, representing a procession of animals, notably an elephant and birds and a small clay figure of a dog, eloquently testified. The
settlement belonged to the late Neolithic age, but some objects of pure
were found a
copper, not bronze,
l
and some fish hooks." An
Important find In this ancient village
was a furnace or kiln used for bankpottery, of which
ing the
a model was exhibited, the original
having been retained at Cairo.
One of the most important of the
works achieved by the expedition was
the excavation of the Osireion, or temple of Osiri3. This was a great subterranean temple consisting of a passage some three hundred feet long,
The
leading to halls and chambers.
temple was the work of Setl II., 01
Meronptah, the Pharaoh of the Exodus.
The walls of the passage are covered with sepulchral stones and inscriptions describing the passage ol
the dread king through the gates oi
In one scene the
the Underworld.
king is represented playing draughts
with pieces in the form of animals.
The construction of this subterrane-a- n
shrine is very fine. The walls of the
chamber are of the finest limestone,
covered with beautifully cut inscriptions. The great hall has a bath ol
sandstone, faced inside with red granite. No royal body was found In the
tomb, but there is little doubt that it
rested there for a time until removed
to the tombs of the kings at Thebes,
where it was found a few years ago.
ring-chise-

hand-mad-

e

For Rent

,

Dr

Earners
Sadler estimates

that

about

ers.

in wages is lost; annually to the American people as a direct FOR RENT Nicely furnished houseresult of colds. Lost time means lost
keeping rooms at 1030 Fifth street.
wages and doctoring Is expensive'.
Use Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
It will stop the cough, and FOR RENT For Elks only, a few
promptly
choice rooms in the New Elks'
heal and sooth the sore and inflamed
air passages. O. G. Schafer and Red
Home.
Cross Drug Co.
FOR RENT Fine suite of furnished
housekeeping rooms, electric lights,
baths, etc. Excellent location, 918
1 REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS

Eighth street

Cross Drug Co.

A really effective Mdney and bladder medicine must first stop the progress of th disease and then cure the
conditions that cause It Use Foley
Kidney Pills for all kidney and bladder troubles and urinary iregularlties.
They are safe and reliable. They
help quickly and permanently.
In
the yellow package.
O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.

M

lb, or Mora, Each Delivery
Ibe. to
Iba, Each Delivery
ZS$ Ifea. ta 1,00
lbs Eaoi. Delivery
N fee. ta 25 lbs. Each Dallvary
Less Than B Iba, Each CHMivery

2ss

par IN Ika.
par 1i laa
ISo par iff Ika.
0o par 1M Iba.
fic pcr
COo

5o

,

AGUA PURASCOMPAlNY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las
Vegas
Famous-Off- ice
701 Douglas Avenue.
,

Warranty Deeds
rJZi&GClfattGGUSi
Jane R. Arnot, et al to S. B. Davis,
August 28, 1912, lots 13 and 14 blk.
38, Las Vegas Hill Site Town Co. WE TEACH you a trade in a few
months' time; no expense but your
$2,500.
Consideration,
work.
Electricity,
automobiles,
R. C. Freeman, to J. O. Vanosdal,
ENDS A MOTION PHOTO FIGHT
100 satisplumbing, bricklaying.
September 9, 1912, 160 acres in sec
fied workmen today; 40 jobs going.
tion
Consid17.
and
15
23,
R.,
twp.
;U
Montclalr, N. J., Lets Amusement Confree.
United
Catalogue
Trade
eration, $1.
cerns In After a Debate of
School Contracting Co., Los AnW.
F.
O.
to
J.
Vanosdal,
Two Years.
Gehring
geles.
September 9 ,1912, 220 acres In secMontclalr, N. X After debating the tion 14, 22 and 23 twp. 15 R. 17, Consubject more than two years, the sideration, $1.
oil ha a dnelded to errant fl
show in
license for a movlng-plcturMontclair. The applicant will spend
0 coPAe ft
$100,000 on his building anJ plant and
will pay a fee of $1,000 a year. No
COMPOUND
vaudeville performances will be al
For over three decades a favorite
lowed under his license. For the past
two years Montclair has enjoyed the
household medicine forCOUGHS,
unique honor .of being the only city
COLDS, CROUP, WHOOPING
of Its size in the country wltU no
COUGH, BRONCHITIS, HARD
O)
moving pictures.
andSTUFFY BREATHING. Take
at first sign of a cold. Quick, safe

FOLEY'S

e

y

HONEY

TAR

....

.......

More Women Use Alcohol.
to a report
London. According
made to the Eugenics Congress by
Dr. Magnan, chief of the Paris insan
ity bureau, alcoholism among women
ia Increasing yearly.

not dress without help. He started
using Foley Kidney Pills, and says:
"I began to get beter at once, and
now all my trouble has left, me and
I do not feel that I ever had rheumatism. I rest well all night and tho'
59 years old, can now do the work
of a man of 35 years. I would like
to be the means of others getting benefit from Foley Kidney Pills." Refuse
substitutes. O. G. Schaefer and Red

RETAIL PRICES

8O,00C,000.O0

I

U. A. Smith, Brldgeton, Ind., had
kidney trouble for years, and was so
crippled with rheumatism he could

and reliable.' The Bee Hive on the
carton is the mark of the genuine.
"
Refuse sustitutes.
O. G. Schaefer

IN 'I

Red Cross Drug Co.

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classiaed ads. search out the people to whom-am- ong
al
BUY-- the
particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to lome-onwho reads the ads. in this newspaper-a- nd
would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised
here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this
newspaper, wan
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles
used machtnery and furniture, articles of
tis3fulness of any
sort, and musical instruments,
"As the classified ad3. ara
reid by all
,f
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!
of those who MIGHT

e

pibts bW,

uAS VEGAS DAILY
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Defective

11

11

27,

T he OotSc is

Salesman-

Have you any article, large or small, of which you wish to dispose?
advertisement in the classified section will sell it for you.

An

are a merchant and wish to let the public know youhave desirable
merchandise, a display advertisement in The Optic will fill your store with
customers.
If you

o ptk 13 a

Tl

Jil

Have you lost something?
for you.

A

Detect! v

notice in the classified column will find it

Have you found something of apparent value?
will bring the owner to your door,

The Optic's classified ads

Though it is a first class class salesman and a first class detective, The
Optic does not charge the high fees demanded by such professions.
Advertising rates are reasonable.
these statements are true.

o

A

O
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Tl
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Investigate! and be convinced thatlall

0
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

EIGHT

TT

S

TT

LOCAL NEWS

TT
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Try a dram of Ola Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar.
Chicken dinner
en Sunduy.
25
place.

!

See Van Petten for Insurance.

TODAY, TOMORROW
AND MONDAY

WE WILL SELL
Pail Cottolene for.,
41b. Pa.il Cottolene for....'!.
10 lb.

i J. '..
STdE Ot

AT THE

THE CflErSI GZZSOiED

"

N. B.

...$1.50
60c

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER

at the

eent.

1912.

27,

The Bi September
SACRIFICE SALE

White Kitch-

The clean

STILL ON BIGGER AND
TER THAN EVER.

IS

For SaleHorse, harness and bug
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
A gentle driving mare.
gy.
Price
in the wood.
Direct Iron distillery
125. Mr. L. P, Wr yht, r.OD KiUh St.
to you. At the Lobby, of count,

Corsplete

Line of

-

THE L SYSTE

The body of Edward Heiman, who
Wanted First class clerk, one who
can taut spaniBn preferred; also a died at the Las Vegas Hospital Monyoung lady to assist, in 'work room, day, was sent last night on train No,
Call at Mrs. Staudlsh. 524 Sixth street, 2 to his former home in St. Louis,
where burial will occur. ,
All postofflce boxes not paid for by
A marriage license wa slssued yes
October 1 will be cancelled. The blue
rent due" cards In the boxes were terday afternoon at the court lion
replaced today by the red cards, a to Franclsca EsqulbeL aged 20, and Brass beds, 2 Inch posts,
Guadalupe Ribera, aged 23. Both are
second warning to box holders.
the f 18 kind, like above
residents of San Geronimo.
$1.95 for $2.60 Iron beds.
me catholic Tad es' Aid society
$3.85 for the $5.00 metal couches with
will meet toromrrow afternoon nt 2.30
Luisa A. Aragou and Company of
drop sides.
o clock with Mrs. Tames O'Tiyrne at Trinidad have filed suit in replevin $2.75 for $3.50 cotton top mattresses.
her home, 1022 Doug'as avenue. All in the district court of San Miguel $1.85 for wool cot mattresses.
members are urged to I'd present
county against Luis Quintana, for the $4.85 for all cotton mattresses, faicy
recovery of 480 sheep and 20 goats,
tick, Imperial edge, $6.50 value.
'
75c printed linoleum, sq. yd....... 60c
Thrcsing of crops on the mesa will valued at $1,500.
commence the first part of next week,
85c printed linoleum, sq. yd. ....70c
It Is said that the work of mesa farmMir. and Mrs. Virgil Wolfe have lo $1.25
.95c
granite Inlaid, sq. yd..
ers this year has been rewarded with cated in a cottage on North Eighth $1.45 Inlaid linoleum, sq. yd. ....$1.25
big harvests and that the results of Bireoi xoiiowing ineir return from a $1X0 Inlaid linoleum, sq. yu. ..$1.35
the threshing will be satisfactory
tri pto California. Mrs. Wolfe this
MASON'S BEST JARS.
morning resumed her employment, in Pints 80c, quarts 90c, ;haJf gallons
Jacobo Garcia aws arrested last the office of County Clerk Lorenzo
$1.20 a dozen.
night by Officer Pierce Murphy on the Delgado. .
Jelly glasses, with tops, 40e a dozen.
charge of drunkenness. He was aroff on all blankets, owing to
1Mb to the heavy production
an overstock of s:.me.
raigned oefore , Judge D. R. Murray
and
this morning and sentenced to ten other causes prices of farm products
days on the city chain gang. Gd"da In the southwest are coming down
is said to be a laborer from the stone Oats In Greeley, Colo., are said to be
Opposite the V. M. C. A.
quarry near Watrous.
selling for 28 cents a pound. Beans
are not bringing over from two to
f
Regular Friday evening services of two and
cents a pound.
RURA1 HAIL MATTER
Montefiore Congregation will be held
in the temple at 8 o'clock. Rabbi
kdgar Mayo, a member of the
Samuel Peiper will speak on "The vaudeville
IS TO BE WEIGHED
pair at the Browne
Four Symbols of. Succoth." Religious sufTered severe burns on his theater,
hands last
school will open for registration of
night during the performance when
POSTAL
pupils Sunday morning at 10 a. m. A he
DEPARTMENT
WISHES
attempted to adjust the electrio
TO
OBTAIN
large enrollment is anticipated.
ACCURATE IN.
lighting facilities. In spite of the fact
FORMATION.
that he was suffering severely Mayo
Tonight the Modern V.'oodmeu and continued his act ,
the Royal Neighbors will enjoy a box
Following the postal order contained In the appropriation, bill for the
social in the Woodmen bali on Sixth
At a recent
of the senior
fiscal year ending In 1913, commencstreet The members of these orders classes of the meeting
normal and academic
ing October 1 and ending November
have invited a numbe" of their friends
departments of the New Mexico Nor- - 30, all mail dispatched and received
to be present Early In the evening!
mai University, the officers for the over the star
rural routes will be
an excellent progran will, be given.
coming year were elected. Leroy
weighed. The weight of first, second
This will, be followed by refreshments. Brown was the choice of
the class for
All Woodmen and
Neighbors president, and Miss Mary Hays ws third and fourth class mail carefully
will be recorded and reports of the reare Invited to be present.
chosen vice president Chesley Thom- sults will be forwarded to the postal
was
ason
elected secretary and S,
m Washington. What the
A bowling tournament in which tho
department
Omar Barker was elected treasurer.
object of this order is is not known,
Lyon aggravation and the Bankers
will participate will be held tonight
though it may be to make possible a
The Romero baseball club, which
on the alleys in the Elks' club house.
comparison with results after the par
The Bankers' team is a new quintette will play at the celebration at Max cel post law is effective. Carrying out
in the field, and, as the name signi- well tomorrow in competition for the this order to weight all star route
fies. Is composed only of men of the $25 prize, will ling up as follows: mail will make much additional work
Jose Delgado rf.; Frank Nleto .: Cle- - for the
All ot the mempostal clerks, as it will be
banking profession.
mente Martinez, 2b,; Frank, Baca, 3b.;
bers of the teams are
necessary to sort out all second, third
Aperienced
Enrique Montano, ss.; lose Sena, lb; and fourth class matter
bowlers and
expect to give the
Juan Alire, cf.; Paul Trunk, rf.; Pete in the three classes canthat the mail
Lyons a run for be money.
The
be weighed
bankers will line tip as follows: EMe Salazar, p. Miguel Romero, manager separately.
of the team will accompany his ag
Hoke, Walter Hoke. E. J. McWeHi.
to Moxwell tomorrow morngregation
Frank Strass and J. S. Duncan. Jr.'
Work upon the new Danziger buildon the special train.
The Lyon team, which has teen In ing
ing on the southwestern corner of
the field since the opening of the al
the Plaza is progressing rapidly. The
COLONIST RUSH BEGINS
leys, will line up as in the past.
wails soon will be completed.
The
The annual rush of colonists to Danzlgers' building was
destroyed by
California which marks the turning fire early last summer. Their new
point of the bulk of the Santa Fe building will be a much better
traffic from eastbound to westbound,
is now on in full force. The
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4 lbs. Fancy Ripe Tomatoes for 25 cts.

W e Now Hav.e a

BET-

One-fift-

CLOTH

w

For Fall and Winter. ThJi line

the Hand

worked Lapels, the

neck-hu-

J

n

is designed especially for young
men. The well rounded hand
tailored shoulders,

u

g

of the Collar, the perfect fitting
Back and

the free and . easy
drape of the Trousers are individual points found in this
make of clothes that give to
them a distinctive personality
that you can best appreciate
when you try them oa.

h

GREENBERGER

me ROSENTHAL

one-hal-

Per Basket

Ral

H. STEARNS
GROCER
7

I

"

TTTT"

thr

?

'

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from

EMPRESS Flour
VT

REGULAR RETAIL VALUE, S13.0O
purchased Rerer.il carloads of tills beautiful dinner-war-

AND
S3.90
CASH

nd oo

enabled tbe ma jufactnrer to
as an exclusive design
larse
na apurchase
of the cost to
very low price. We are charging partgive
and only aat yon to pay a percentage of the actual "advertising
cost of tho
ejpense,"
I.E. It ifl Of A hOflllHfnl "rifWnifi.'' doftlirn u .til ..mil,. I.a .fimlinn.aH
in
uallty for leas than lit in any retail chlua store, it is guaranteed by both
There is a coupon in every sack of tABAfeiya Flour". Send us five
ffonpons and $3. Win pasb, drulfc, postal ot exiros reonny order, and wo will
end you one of these beautiful sets by f roUrhti. Ad
ormpoos and re
fnittance to The China Department ol the
iionr MUfu Company,
Kansas. Be sure to
Hutchinson,
The coupons in LARAfitiB'8
Vulituhlca n rumiiims
inil
Athop

A

write your jwime mul a:t'rena plainly.
are also guo4 for Vageta' Silverwar
Flour
air
iluni
in. u,.ii,nlu.

EMPRESS, you know, is that "Mighty-Good- "
Flour that makes Baking a Delight

Trv a Sack

YoI-T.1k- e

it.

FOR A FE W DAYS ONLY
','".

"'

r

n

'

t.';.

-

Wash at
Home?

If you do would you not
enjoy escaping the hard work
and bother? You can and
at little cost
to us to do.

by sending it
We will wash it

quicker and better than you
can, starch it just as you like
it, dry it and if you want us
to iron all the flat pieces or
the whole washing as you
prefer. You will find our prices within your reach.

Las Veas Steam
Lau:narv

COME' RUNNING

fe

home-seeker-

Phone Main

617 Douglas

81

Art

Home of tlie Best of Everyihlng EalaMe

25 lbs. Fancy German Prunes

$1.00

DISCOVERY

S1.O0

ber.

';

CO. STORE

Process for the
Vacuum
Treatment of Coffee, mechanically purifying and cleansing the
coffe bean, rendering powerless
the properties considering baneful to persons of extreme nervous temperamont, producing
sleeplessness, nervous chills and
tremblings, headaches, Irritab-

This rush ot traffic will last about
two weeks, during which time extra
sections of trains Nos. 1 and 9 will
be a regular thing.
Mrs. S. W. Hallett, formerly of
Las Vegas, Is expected in' this evening
fjom her home in Denver for a visit
with her daughter, Mrs. F, H. Crail.

Chicken dinner at the White Kitchen Sunday.
25 cents.
The clean

NOW THAT THE OUTDOOR
'
FLOWERS ARE FROZEN
will-nee-

507 Sizlh

&

i

IV..

1

Felt Mattress
Guaranteed for 20 years

The Best Mattress on the
Market at any price.
Remember we carry a full line of COMFORTS,
BLANKETS, ETC.. ETC

J. C. Jbhnsen (Ei Son

mm

DOUGLAS

AVE.

"

DKOTTED
THE SUFEKICZITY

CF "CLD

AOAin

KC'IESTEAD"

FLOUR

Trade demands tills flour to such extent that local competitors unable to sell their own brands resort to devious
methods of obtaining supply of "Old Homestead."- Our sales increase daily by SUCH acknowledgment of
its superiority and selling qualities.
--

Order "Old Homestead" from your grocer or
merchant.

CHARLES: ILFELD CO.

'

u

Z.lulT
iiune assi wasnier
1.115

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Price in lib. Cans

:

,,

tv

'.J'.!)ji-

i.OF

a SON

FLORIST- S-

Capital,
I

C D. BOUCHER I

Fbone Vctm 121
i

" ,.a:...r,

vLAS. VEGAS, N. M.

.Surplus, and Undivided Profits

"

$35 000

Our Depositors Receive Every
Courtesy and Accommodation )Vithin the Scope of Good
Banking.

Interest PaU on

The Coffee Mao
,

$100,pQQ

Tim

i

j

Hallo, p

-

$1,S5 PER DOZEN
SEEDSMEN.

.1i

,

Jefferson Raynolds President

d

E PEMiY ONION

,,.

.. ....

The Famous Egyptian Cotton

E. D. Raynolds 'Vice President
Stephen. B. Davis Vice President

some of our fine Cut Roses for
your tab!e andforfgifts for your friends.
You

!

- ,,

Its Exclusive Distributers for Las Vegas and
Albuquerque

ility, Indigestion, etc.
Vacuum Treated Coffee .has
been proven by rigid tests. You
can drink It without the return
of the usual ill effects.

place.

'

THE GHAAF & IIAYVMRD

WORTH WHILE

d

-

25 lbs. Native Plums

s'

rates to the Pacific coast
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
were effective in Kansas City and
Ohicago Wednesday, and the first of
the colonists passed through here yes- FOR SALE iArgje base burner, in
good condition.
Cheap. 1006 Linterday afternoon on No. 1, the train
coln avenue.
bebg in two sections. Last night's
No., 9 was also in two sections, carrying "large numbers of California bound
passengers.
Train No. 1 this aJternoon came
through in three sections and train
A
No. 9, due here this evening, Is irt
two sections. The first section of No.
1 was made
up entirely of tourist and
Pullman cars, ten In number The sec-orsection was composed of six chair
cars. The last section was made up
of regular equipment, 12 cars in nun

q

DcOBus

'

I

